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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Background
In May 2013, the reformed EU Common Fisheries Policy (CFP) was adopted (European
Union 2013). One of the salient features of the new CFP is the Landing Obligation,
described in Article 15 of the basic regulation (1380/2013). In a phased approach,
extending from 1 January 2015 to 1 January 2019, “all catches of species which are subject
to catch limits […] shall be brought and retained on board the fishing vessels, recorded,
landed and counted against the quotas […]” (EU 2013, Article 15.1).
Under the Landing Obligation ‘choke species’ may cause problems. The term choke species
is not clearly defined; here we use a rather wide definition: “A choke species is a species
for which the available quota is exhausted (long) before the quotas are exhausted of (some
of) the other species that are caught together in a (mixed) fishery”. There are many
examples for potential, perceived or real choke species under a landing obligation, and
different ways to solve the problems arising from the bycatch of those for various fisheries.
The Baltic Sea is the EU region where the landing obligation will be introduced first, along
with fisheries on pelagic species in all EU waters. Plaice (Pleuronectes platessa) serves as
the example for a potential choke species in the Baltic Sea. Plaice is a quota species and
discards regularly occur because some countries catch more than covered by their national
quota while other countries lack a quota at all. The original intention of the introduction of a
landing obligation in EU waters - to incentivise changes in fishing practices towards higher
selectivity - appears to be at risk since Article 15 of the Basic Regulation (EU 2013) allows
for several flexibilities of utilising quotas and a number of exemptions to the landing
obligation. If widely applied, those rules may allow fisheries to continue with their present
practices also under a formal landing obligation – which seems to be in clear conflict with
the original objective of the approach.

Aim
The aim of our study is to determine to what extent plaice could actually act as a choke
species in Baltic Sea fisheries, and then provide a framework for guidance how to mitigate
any such choke species problems. This framework should give priority to the original
objectives of the landing obligation, where a change in fisher’s behaviour was an important
expected outcome.

Results
The report is structured in three major sections: In the first we describe stock
structure, distribution and stock status for plaice, management areas and total allowable
catches (TACs) as well as the international fisheries in the Baltic Sea. Baltic plaice is also
distributed in the Kattegat (SD21), therefore this area is included in the analysis. We find
that for plaice in the Kattegat, Denmark, Sweden, and Germany are unlikely to experience
choke-species problems because the quotas will probably cover the catches with little
necessity to change fishing patterns. For plaice in the Baltic Sea (SD 22-32), international
catches of plaice have exceeded the TACs in the recent past. Several member states’
fisheries will likely be choked by the availability of plaice quotas, either because they are
not sufficient (Germany, Sweden, Poland) or because they have no plaice quotas at all
(Finland, Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania). The affected fisheries are the cod-directed
fisheries and mixed flatfish fisheries. The choke species problem might be alleviated if the
current trend of a positive development of the plaice stocks and TACs and an unfavourable
11
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development of cod stocks and TACs continues. Adult plaice abundance is highest in the
northwest (Kattegat and in the northern part of SD 22) and decreases towards the east.
The distribution and aggregation of plaice corresponds with areas of high catches, landings,
and fishing intensity in the commercial fisheries.
In the second chapter we have a closer look at two national fisheries: (i) The German
fishing fleet as an example for the Western Baltic Sea with relatively high catches of plaice
and limiting quotas; and (ii) the Latvian fishing fleet as an example for the Eastern Baltic
Sea with few plaice bycatches but no quota to land plaice.
The major part of the German plaice landings (and catches) is taken by demersal trawls in
a mixed flatfish fishery and in a cod-directed fishery in the Belt Sea (SD 22) in the first and
fourth quarter of the year. Some catches of plaice are also taken in the remaining quarters
and in the Kattegat (SD 21), Arkona Sea (24) and Bornholm Sea (25), and rarely further to
the east. The German discarding of plaice varies not only between areas and quarters, but
even between trips and hauls of a single vessel. In the western Baltic the discard
proportions are lower than in the eastern Baltic (with exceptions). In SD 25 and SD 26,
major parts of the catch are regularly discarded, although the amounts are quite small. The
estimated total annual catch of the German fleet is between 200 – 300% of the recent
(landings) quota for plaice. With the implementation of the Landing Obligation, this would
cause problems if no international quota swaps would take place and if fishing practice
would continue as before. A disproportionally high share of the overall German plaice
landings stem from a targeted fishery conducted by a few vessels operating from harbours
in Kiel Bight (western SD 22). These vessels already acquire additional plaice quota from
swaps with Denmark, Sweden, and Poland.
Latvia has a demersal fishery that takes place all year in SD 25 and SD 26 (trawlers and
gillnetters) and targets cod and flounder. In SD 28, the passive fleet segment fishes all
year; additionally, a small trawling fishery takes place in the second, third, and fourth
quarter. Just a few gillnetters also fish in SD 24 in the western Baltic. The amount of
Latvian plaice bycatch in sampled trips is highly variable, ranging between 12 t and just a
few kg. But even these small amounts would cause a problem after the implementation of
the landing obligation, because Latvia has zero plaice quota.
In chapter 3 we develop the guidance framework through a decision tree outlining the
possibilities to mitigate choke-species problems. The tree provides guidance on the
sequence of application of the solutions, which seems pivotal to ensure the objectives of
the introduction of a landing obligation are met.
Choke-species problems can be mitigated by (i) a national redistribution of quotas or by (ii)
international quota swaps, especially if the overall availability of TACs is sufficient as seems
to be the case with plaice in the Baltic.
Among the changes in fishing practices in the original spirit of the landing obligation are (i)
the use of gear with an improved selectivity and (ii) spatio-temporal avoidance of unwanted
bycatch. We provide two different technical approaches to reduce unwanted flatfish bycatch
in roundfish fisheries which have recently been developed by the Thünen Institute of Baltic
Sea Fisheries. There are also solutions available to reduce roundfish catches in flatfish
directed fisheries. Recent experimental sea trials carried out in the Baltic Sea have given
promising results, and a reduction of unwanted plaice catches by ¾ seems feasible with
this gear. Spatio-temporal avoidance depends on (fisher’s) knowledge of species’
abundance at medium and small scales. We document some success stories from around
the world where fishers share such knowledge and avoid unwanted bycatch. As a first step,
12
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the catch composition of the German fishery (relevant target species relative to plaice in
time and space) is explored. The patterns in catch composition present some scope for
avoidance of plaice while maintaining good catches of the target species (cod, flounder and
dab). However, the spatio-temporal scale of the data that are available to us (ICES
statistical rectangles and quarters of the year) is considered too crude to develop a
practical solution; fishers usually have information on a much finer scale and thus the
shifting of fishing effort to areas with lesser plaice abundance might have even more
potential.
The provisions allowing for exemptions and flexibility, recently the solution preferred by
most regional management bodies and the fishery to avoid a choking of fisheries under the
Landing Obligation, were explored for their potential to solve the choke species problem
and meet the objectives of the CFP. The two provisions for flexibility, the inter-annual
flexibility (quota can be banked or borrowed from or to the next near) and the inter-species
flexibility (up to 9% of the bycatch could be counted against the target-species quota
provided the by-caught stock is within safe biological levels) have limited use to solve the
problem. For Baltic plaice, the latter rule would be useful for those fisheries with zero plaice
quota, but the eastern stock in SD 24-32 is considered data limited and thus not within
safe biological limits, so the provision is not applicable for those countries that would profit
mostly, i.e. Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania. From the two exemptions, one is at present
generally not applicable in the Baltic (the de minimis-rule where up to 5% of the catch
could be discarded and not counted against the quota), while the second (discarding can be
continued if there is scientific evidence for high survival of the discarded species) could in
principle apply. However, the available studies on discard survival of plaice show that there
is high variability in survival both between and within studies and that most studies suffer
from severe methodological and statistical shortcomings. Therefore, an exemption for
plaice owing to high discard survival would lack any authoritative scientific basis. For all of
these provisions, managers should consider that exploitation needs to be within the
boundaries of MSY objectives and the precautionary approach, and thus total catches
(landings and discards allowed under exemptions or flexibilities) are constrained by the
scientifically advised amount (STECF 2014). Overquota catches therefore will have
consequences on next year’s TACs.
We conclude that the problem of choke species can be effectively solved and the objectives
of the CFP reform met if a structured approach is applied, in the Baltic Sea and likely also
elsewhere. All potential solutions to the choke species problem will have economic
consequences, primarily for the fisher, but also for the retailer, consumer and the society at
large. The analysis of these consequences was beyond the scope of the present study but
will be addressed in larger Horizon2020 projects within the next few years. The aim of this
study was to analyse the significance of choke species in the Baltic Sea, using the example
of plaice, to provide ideas how to mitigate apparent problems, and to analyse the impacts
of those measures. Most of the analysis and solutions described here can be performed or
applied for other stocks or regions. Our recommendation is indeed to apply the principles in
line with the decision tree before deciding on a regional discard mitigation strategy.

13
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1.

THE PROBLEM OF CHOKE SPECIES AND PLAICE
FISHERIES IN THE BALTIC SEA
KEY FINDINGS
•

The Landing Obligation (or ‘discard ban’) will come into force in a phased
approach, firstly in pelagic and Baltic Sea fisheries. There are two exemptions to the
discard ban and two flexibilities with the catch quotas.

•

‘Choke species’ may cause problems. A choke species is defined here as any
species for which the available quota is exhausted (long) before the quotas are
exhausted of (some of) the other species that are caught together in a (mixed)
fishery.

•

In Baltic Sea fisheries, plaice is widely considered a potential choke species. For
plaice in the Kattegat (SD 21), Danish, Swedish, and German fisheries are
unlikely to be choked by plaice quotas because these will probably cover the
catches with little necessity to change fishing patterns. For plaice in the Baltic Sea
(SD 22-32) several fisheries will likely experience choke-species problems,
either because their quota is not sufficient (Germany, Sweden, Poland) or because
they have no plaice quotas at all (Finland, Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania). The fisheries
concerned are cod-directed fisheries and mixed-flatfish fisheries.

•

The choke-species problem might be alleviated if the current trend of
increasing plaice stocks and TACs and decreasing cod stocks and TACs
continues.

•

Adult plaice abundance is highest in the northwest (Kattegat and in the
northern part of SD 22) and decreases towards the east.

•

The distribution and aggregation of plaice corresponds with areas of high
catches, landings, and fishing intensity in the demersal fishery.

1.1.

Introduction

In May 2013 the new EU Common Fisheries Policy (CFP) was adopted (European Union
2013). One of the salient features of the new CFP is the Landing Obligation in Article 15. In
a phased approach, extending from 1 January 2015 to 1 January 2019, “all catches of
species which are subject to catch limits […] shall be brought and retained on board the
fishing vessels, recorded, landed and counted against the quotas […]” (EU 2013, Article
15.1). “Minimum conservation reference sizes [MCRS] may be established with the aim of
ensuring the protection of juveniles of marine organisms” (EU 2013, Article 15.10). And
“[…] the use of catches of species below the minimum conservation reference size shall be
restricted to purposes other than direct human consumption […]” (EU 2013, Article 15.11),
to impede the development of fisheries targeting small specimens.
Several aims are envisaged with this policy. One of the aims of this so-called ‘discard ban’
is to reduce the wasteful mortality of fisheries resources. Another is to reduce fishing
mortality by controlling total mortality rather than only the landed fraction of it. In the
absence of such a regulation, the discard fraction of fishing mortality is in fact not limited,
and it has been known to be very high in many cases (Kelleher 2005), although its
estimation is fraught with difficulties. Overall, it is expected that under the new CFP fishing
mortality on many species will need to be reduced, implying lower catches than taken
under a ‘business as usual’ scenario. Reduced catches may cause friction with the economic
aim of profitable fisheries, at least in an interim period.
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Fisheries scientists, managers, and stakeholders recognise that it can be very difficult or
even not feasible for some fisheries or in some situations to stop catching overquota
specimens. Therefore, Article 15 of the regulation contains a number of provisions that
allow for exemptions to the discard ban or flexibilities with the catch quotas, to mitigate
serious negative economic effects of the introduction of a landing obligation.
The two exemptions are:
1. The de minimis-exemption, according to which up to 5% (7% in the first two years
of the landing obligation and 6% in the subsequent two years) of total annual
catches can be discarded (EU 2013, Article 15.5(c)):
(i)
“where scientific evidence indicates that increases in selectivity are
very difficult to achieve; or
(ii)
to avoid disproportionate costs of handling unwanted catches […]”.
Although these discarded catches “shall not be counted against the relevant quotas”,
“such catches shall be fully recorded” (EU 2013, Article 15.5(c)), and managers will
need to consider that exploitation should be compatible with MSY objectives and the
precautionary approach as stipulated in the regulation. This means that total catches
(landings and any discards allowed under exemptions) will need to be within the
limits advised by ICES (STECF 2014). This implies that taking and discarding these
overquota catches cannot be without consequences regarding the TACs, at least in
the medium term.
2. The high survival-exemption, according to which “species for which scientific
evidence demonstrates high survival rates, taking into account the characteristics of
the gear, of the fishing practices and of the ecosystem” (EU 2013, Article 15.4(b))
can be returned to sea. The biological advice will need to take account of the
surviving discards in their estimates and forecasts of fishing mortality. Also here this
implies that taking and discarding these catches, which only partly survive, cannot
be without consequences regarding the TACs. It must be noted that the regulation
does not provide a definition of the term “high survival”, and there are diverging
views whether 20% or 50% survival of a discarded species can be considered
“high”.
The two flexibilities are:
1. A year-to-year flexibility (EU 2013, Article 15.9), according to which a Member State
can borrow from its quota for next year and allow overquota catches of up to 10%
of the current quota, or bank some quota to be fished next year. Although
borrowing may alleviate an acute problem, it is only a short-term solution because
the catches are subtracted from next year’s quota.
2. An interspecies flexibility, according to which “catches of species that are subject to
the landing obligation and that are caught in excess of quotas of the stocks in
question, or catches of species in respect of which the Member State has no quota,
may be deducted from the quota of the target species provided that they do not
exceed 9 % of the quota of the target species. This provision shall only apply where
the stock of the non-target species is within safe biological limits.” (EU 2013, Article
15.8). This is also only a short-term solution, because the catches taken in excess of
the TAC will result in a higher fishing mortality rate than intended by the TAC, and
those higher catches will result in a smaller stock size than forecasted on the basis
of the TAC. This implies that future catch advice will be lower than if those excess
catches had not been taken. In other words, taking higher catches now, based on
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the interspecies-flexibility provision, amounts to borrowing from the future; in the
future they will have to be ‘paid back’ in terms of lower allowable catches then. Also,
this rule bears quite some risk for small stocks by-caught in fisheries on target
species with high TACs: The bycatch species could be overfished within one year
even if it was within safe biological limits (SSB>Bpa and F<Fpa) at the beginning of
the fishing year.
Fisheries scientists, managers, and fishers have recognized that in particular the so-called
‘choke species’ may cause problems. A choke species is a species for which the available
quota is exhausted (long) before the quotas are exhausted of (some of) the other species
that are caught together in a (mixed) fishery. A choke species is often a bycatch species in
a fishery that targets another species. Under the Landing Obligation, fishing activity should
be discontinued when any of the quotas (incl. a zero quota) has been exhausted, if by
continued fishing activity that species would be caught. A bycatch species will thus choke
the targeted fishery when its quota is exhausted much sooner than the quota of the target
species.
Since the aim of the CFP is to reduce or limit catches to MSY and precautionary levels, the
Landing Obligation and catch quotas are meant to drive changes in fisher’s behaviour. For
example, fishing operations should be modified such that they catch less of the choke
species relative to the target species. At the individual fisher level this can be achieved by
modifying spatial and temporal fishing patterns, or the use of selective gear. At the Member
State level this can be done by incentivising and facilitating the mentioned individual
modifications, by redistribution of the national allocations with respect to fisheries that take
the choke species as an unavoidable bycatch rather than as a target species, or acquiring
quota from other Member States whose quota is in excess of their expected catches of that
species.
To the extent that the choke-species problem cannot be fully avoided, the flexibility
provisions of the landing obligation as well as the de minimis-exemption may give ‘instant
relief’ in the short term, but not in the long term. The high-survival exemption might be
useful if high survival can indeed be ensured, but the application of this provision has to be
carefully balanced with the likely removal of incentives to avoid unwanted bycatch.
In this study we look at plaice in the Baltic Sea (Map 1.) as a potential choke species, once
the Landing Obligation is fully implemented (currently planned for 2017 in the Baltic Sea).
No other demersal species regularly occurring as bycatch is regulated by a TAC in this
region. We first identify to what extent plaice poses a choke-species problem. In the
remainder of chapter 1 we provide an overview and present some lines of information
necessary to judge which remedial action could be chosen. In chapter 2 we provide detailed
information of two countries as examples illustrating the problem in more depth.
Subsequently, in chapter 3, we explore the possible avenues to alleviate the choke-species
problem, starting with the ones that are ‘in the spirit of’ the Landing Obligation, i.e. the
avenues to reduce plaice catches and limit them to allowable levels. For situations where
this does not seem feasible or sufficient, we consider the usefulness of the provisions that
allow for overquota catches.
The Baltic Sea area comprises the ICES Sub-Divisions (SD) 22-32 (Map 1.). However, as
one of the two defined plaice stocks is also distributed in the Kattegat (SD 21), we include
this area in our analysis. In this report we will refer to these SD without further explicit
reference to Map 1. It needs to be noted that the geographical limitations of the two plaice
stocks that ICES recognizes, the western in SD 21-23 and the eastern in SD 24-32, do not
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match with the management areas, which are the Kattegat (SD 21) and the Baltic Sea (SD
22-32). Moreover, the western cod stock extends from SD 22-24 while the eastern cod
stock extends from SD 25-32. It is therefore not always possible to be consistent in our use
of the words ´western’ and ‘eastern’, but we always refer to the relevant SD to avoid
misunderstanding or ambiguity.
Map 1:

The Baltic Sea and adjacent waters with limits of ICES SubDivisions (SD) indicated.

Sources: ArcView and ICES

1.2.

Overview of Baltic plaice quotas and catches by country
since 2010

There are two management areas for plaice in the Baltic: Kattegat in SD 21, and the Baltic
proper in SD 22-32. According to the EU-concept of relative stability, the TAC for Kattegat
plaice is shared between 3 countries: Denmark (89%), Sweden (10%), and Germany (1%),
while the TAC for SD 22-32 is distributed over 4 countries: Denmark (72%), Poland (15%),
Germany (8%), and Sweden (5%) (Figure 1.2.1.ab). The Kattegat TAC has been decreased
from 2291 t in 2010 to a low of 1800 t in 2013 followed by an increase to 2626 t in 2015
(Figure 1.2.1.c). The higher TAC for SD 22-32 has varied from 3141 t in 2010 and 2011,
via a low of 2889 t in 2012, to 3409 t in the years 2013-2015 (Figure 1.2.1.d).
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Figure 1.2.1.

Plaice TACs allocated as quota shares per country according to
the principle of relative stability.

a

c

b

d

a: Kattegat (SD 21); b: Baltic Sea (SD 22-32). Time series of TACs and quotas 2010-2015.
c: Kattegat (SD 21); d: Baltic Sea (SD 22-32).
Data from http://ec.europa.eu

For the analysis below we used landings and discard estimates from the ICES Intercatch
database, which holds the national catch data submitted by the individual countries. Below
we treat the data and estimates derived from Intercatch at face value, while emphasizing
that discards are always raised estimates with some level of uncertainty and should be
considered as minimum estimates (ICES 2015a). This arises from the standard
methodology of raising sampled catches to total catch, where discards are set to zero by
default in strata (the combination of rectangle or SD, quarter and fishery) with no landings
of the same species. Moreover, official plaice landings may partly be inaccurate as some of
the (quota limited) plaice catches might be species-misreported as flounder (not quota
limited). Therefore, the description of the international fishery below should be considered
as a tentative characterisation of the situation based on the available data and estimates.
For plaice in the Kattegat, quotas were not limiting and no quota swaps took place (Figure
1.2.2.). Denmark, Sweden and Germany had sufficient quota throughout 2010-2014 to
cover their catches (i.e. landings and discards) (Figure 1.2.2.a, b, c). Therefore, it seems
that none of the countries will experience a problem with regards to plaice in the Kattegat
under the Landing Obligation if fishing practices and stock developments stay the same as
they were over the recent past. Moreover, the future TACs will be based on catch advice
(rather than landings advice) based on historical discard rates; for plaice in SD 21-23 this
will imply a TAC uplift of 86% (ICES 2015b). If the same rate applies for the Kattegat (SD
21) only, none of the countries’ fisheries will be choked by plaice in the Kattegat.
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Figure 1.2.2.
3B
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Quotas (before and after swap) and catches (discards and
landings) per country for the years 2010-2014 of plaice in the
Kattegat (SD 21).
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a: Denmark; b: Sweden; c: Germany.
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Sources: Catch data from Intercatch (ICES), Quotas before swap from http://ec.europa.eu, Quotas after swap for
Germany from BLE, for other countries data were acquired via scientists from their national authorities.
Discrepancies to official figures may occur.
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For plaice in the Baltic Sea (SD 22-32), quotas were limiting for many nations (Figure
1.2.3.) and thus overquota catches had to be discarded. Germany, which had the second
largest catch of plaice from this area following Denmark, has aquired substantial and
increasing amounts of additional quota through swapping throughout 2010-2014, first from
Denmark and Sweden and later from Denmark and Poland, with an increasing proportion
from Poland (Figure 1.2.3.c). In each of these years Germany needed the additional quota
to cover their landings; only in 2014 would the resulting quota have covered the catches
including discards (Figure 1.2.3.c). For Denmark the quota reductions owing to swapping
with Germany (and in 2010 also a small amount with Finland) did not have much impact on
their resulting quotas, which were always sufficient to cover the landings but never to cover
the catches including discards (Figure 1.2.3.a). Sweden initially donated quota to Germany,
but later only a small amount to Finland (Figure 1.2.3.d). Their remaining quota was always
sufficient to cover the landings. Sweden’s discards of plaice have been quite variable over
the period 2010-2014 and in some years substantial; in all years except 2012 the total
catches including discards exceeded the quotas (Figure 1.2.3.d). Poland is in an entirely
different position (Figure 1.2.3.b): It had ample of quota throughout 2010-2014 to cover all
catches including discards, even after swaping quota to Germany, which was done in
increasing and substantial amounts since 2012. Nevertheless, Poland’s catches have been
increasing over the period 2010-2014, in 2014 also the discards increased significantly
(Figure 1.2.3.b). Finland has been acquiring small amounts of quota, in 2010 from
Denmark and for the other years from Sweden, to cover their small and decreasing catches
(Figure 1.2.3.e). Latvia, Lithuania, and Estonia did not have plaice quota nor acquired any.
The amount of caught and discarded plaice in Lithuania’s and Estonia’s fisheries is
unknown, because these nations did not submit any plaice data to Intercatch. Latvia
reported 0.4, 12.3, and 0.7 tonnes of discards for the years 2009-2011.
25B
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Figure 1.2.3.
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Quotas (before and after swap) and catches (discards and
landings) per country for the years 2010-2014 for plaice in the
Baltic Sea (SD 22-32).
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a: Denmark; b: Poland; c: Germany; d: Sweden; e: Finland.
Sources: Catch data from Intercatch (ICES), Quotas before swap from http://ec.europa.eu, Quotas after swap for
Germany from BLE, for other countries data were acquired via scientists from their national authorities.
Discrepancies to official figures may occur.

Based on this overview it is obvious that the Landing Obligation will likely pose a problem
with regards to plaice in SD 22-32 for all countries except perhaps Poland, if present fishing
practice does not change. We are not in a position to judge whether the very high reported
landings of flounder from the Polish fishery may include some plaice, specifially in the
earlier period, which would explain the low plaice landings from this fleet, or whether this is
an effect of different catch compositions in different fishing areas (see Section 1.5 below for
the distribution of plaice). For Denmark and Sweden, the expected TAC uplift might be
sufficient (catch advice implies an uplift of 86% for plaice in SD 21-23, and of 104% for
plaice in SD 24-32; ICES 2015b). Finland, Latvia, Lithuania, and Estonia, even when
catching only small amounts of plaice, will have an acute problem. The total lack of plaice
quota will choke their demersal fisheries to the extent that they will have to close the
fisheries as soon as one single plaice has been caught, unless they are able to swap quotas.
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Apparently Finland has always been able to acquire some quota, but this could change.
Latvia, Lithuania, and Estonia have – for whatever reason – never acquired any plaice
quota. A TAC uplift will not help countries that have no quota according to the principle of
relative stability. For Germany it is unlikely that a quota uplift in the range of 86-104% will
suffice to cover its current level of catches, thus Germany will continue to depend on
acquiring quota from other countries. However, Sweden and Denmark will be less likely to
offer plaice quota if they are themselves experiencing choke problems. This leaves Poland
as the only donor of significant quotas to other nations, and could increase the value of the
quota beyond the value of the plaice landings. Moreover, since Poland’s catches (especially
discards) have increased in 2014, it might soon require most of its plaice quota for the own
fishery.
Based on this description of the international fishery we selected two countries for a more
in-depth exploration to illustrate the potential choke-species problem in Chapter 2: (i)
Germany, as the country with relatively large plaice catches that will almost certainly
experience a problem under current fishing practices; (ii) Latvia, as one of the countries
with zero plaice quota which, however, has submitted discard data to Intercatch.

1.3.

Plaice as targeted catch or bycatch

If plaice is potentially choking other fisheries, then it would be important to know which
fisheries would be affected. In other words, what are the target species for the fleet
segments that catch plaice? To answer this question we have used the STECF database
(stecf.jrc.ec.europa.eu/ewg1413) for the years 2009-2013. Within each country and within
each of the areas Kattegat (SD 21), western Baltic (SD 22-24), or eastern Baltic (SD 2528) we checked for fleet segments that together made up for >75% of the plaice catches
(landings + discards) in any of the years 2009-2013 of that country in that area. For each
of those fleet segments we checked which species made up a significant part of their
landings in any of those years. Those species are presented in Table 1.3.1 as target
species, by country and area. Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania have not reported any plaice
catches to the STECF; for those countries we just present the species that made up a
significant part of their landings, without knowing whether or not plaice is an important
bycatch. The area of SD 29-32 is not listed in the table because no significant plaice
catches were reported; only Sweden sometimes reported catches of approximately 1 t.
The picture that emerges is that in the Kattegat the Nephrops-directed fisheries, coddirected fisheries, but also some flatfish-directed (and even plaice-directed) fisheries catch
a significant amount of plaice (as bycatch or as target species). In the western Baltic the
main fisheries that catch significant amounts of plaice are cod-directed and targeted flatfish
(incl. plaice) fisheries. In the eastern Baltic the relevant fisheries of Denmark, Germany,
and Sweden are cod-directed; in Poland and the Baltic states the main relevant fisheries
target cod or flatfish.
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Table 1.3.1:

Demersal fisheries with plaice catch in the Baltic: Target
species by country and area (areas with high plaice abundance
in bold)

COUNTRY

AREA

Denmark

SD 21

Germany

Sweden

TARGET SPECIES
Nephrops, plaice, sole, mixed flatfish

SD 22-24

Cod, plaice, dab, mixed flatfish

SD 25-28

Cod

SD 21

Nephrops, sole

SD 22-24

Cod, plaice, dab, flounder

SD 25-28

Cod

SD 21

Nephrops, cod, plaice

SD 22-24

Cod, plaice, mixed flatfish, lumpsucker

SD 25-28

Cod

SD 22-24

Cod, flounder, mixed flatfish

SD 25-28

Cod, flounder, mixed flatfish

Finland

SD 22-24

Cod

Estonia

SD 22-24

Cod

SD 25-28

Cod, mixed flatfish, European perch

SD 22-24

Cod

SD 25-28

Cod, flounder

SD 25-28

Cod, mixed flatfish

Poland

Latvia

Lithuania

Source: stecf.jrc.ec.europa.eu/ewg1413

1.4.

Status of the relevant stocks

The status and perspective of the stocks of plaice and of the target species of those
fisheries which catch plaice are also important to know, as this indicates increasing or
decreasing conflicts in quota utilisation, and whether the inter-species flexibility provision of
Art. 15 could be applied. The source of this information is the annual assessment of ICES;
the most recent one has been published in May 2015 (ICES 2015b).
There are two plaice stocks defined in the Baltic area: a western stock in the Kattegat,
Belts and Sound (SD 21-23) and an eastern stock in the remaining Baltic Sea (SD 24-32).
The fisheries catching plaice in Kattegat (SD 21) are generally sole- or Nephrops-directed
fisheries; our overview in Section 1.2 indicates that plaice is unlikely to choke any fisheries
in SD 21. In SD 22-32 the plaice catching fisheries are either cod-directed fisheries or
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mixed flatfish-directed fisheries, although it is in many cases hard to decide on a criterion
to distinguish between the two. Among the targeted flatfish flounder, dab, and plaice are
the most important species. Of those, only plaice is regulated by a quota.
Plaice in the Kattegat, Belts and Sound (SD 21-23)
There is a full analytical assessment available for this stock since 2015. According to
this, spawning stock biomass (SSB) has more than tripled since 2009 and has been
above the precautionary reference point Bpa since 2010 (Figure 1.4.1.). Fishing
mortality has declined since 2000 and has been below FMSY since 2011. Recruitment
has decreased in recent years. The catch advised for 2016 is 8639 t, composed of
4642 t landings and 3997 t discards if the most recent proportion does not change;
in other words, the catch quota includes a quota uplift compared to the landings
quota of 86%. The catch advice is more than double (an increase of 114%)
compared to last year’s catch advice for 2015.
Figure 1.4.1.

Status of the Plaice stock in the Kattegat, Belts and Sound
(SD 21-23).

Spawning Stock Biomass, Fishing Mortality, Recruitment and Catch or Landings (clockwise from top
left panel). Results of the analytical assessment in 2015.
Data source: ICES 2015b.
Graphic: fischbestaende-online.de

Plaice in the Baltic Sea (SD 24-32)
The assessment conducted for this stock is uncertain and can only be used to derive
trends. The stock size indicator (relative SSB) has increased fivefold since 2002
(Figure 1.4.2.). SSB and fishing mortality show similar trends to the western stock.
Since 2010 recruitment has been higher than during 2002-2009. No reference points
are defined for the stock, and therefore it cannot be determined whether the stock is
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within safe biological limits. Thus, the inter-species flexibility provision in Article 15
cannot be applied. The catch advised for 2016 is 2156 t. This represents an increase
of 20% compared to the catch advice given last year for 2015, which is the
maximum increase allowed for information-limited stocks in the ICES framework
when the stock increased by more than 20% (mean of the last two years compared
to the mean of the three previous years – here: +36%). The advised catch
corresponds to landings of 1093 t if the mean proportion of 2012-14 is applied,
which is a quota uplift of 104% when moving from a landings to a catch quota.

Figure 1.4.2.

Status of the Plaice stock in the Baltic (SD 24-32).

Spawning Stock Biomass, Fishing Mortality, Recruitment and Catch or Landings (clockwise from top
left panel). Relative results of the assessment in 2015. Dotted lines in SSB graph illustrate means over
the last two years and over the three previous years.
Data source: ICES 2015b.
Graphic: fischbestaende-online.de

Western Baltic Cod (SD 22-24)
The spawning-stock biomass (SSB) has increased in 2014-2015; however, it is still
below the limit reference point Blim. Fishing mortality is well above FMSY. Recruitment
has been low since the mid-2000s compared to earlier years. The advised catch
(from the stock, not for the western Baltic area) for 2016 is 7797 t, including
recreational catches. This year’s advice cannot be directly compared to last year’s
advice, as this year’s advice is stock based while last year’s advice was area based
and included significant catches from the eastern Baltic cod stock caught in SD 24.
The perspective for this stock is reasonably good: ICES predicts that any reduction
in catch will lead to a recovery of the stock (SSB>Bpa) until the beginning of 2017.
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Eastern Baltic Cod (SD 25-32)
ICES was unable to produce an analytical assessment this year and therefore uses
the methodology for information-limited stocks to provide a numerical advice. The
stock is distributed in the eastern Baltic, but also in SD 24 where the majority of the
catch is now considered eastern Baltic cod. Biomass has recovered until 2010 but
then it declined. Catch per unit effort (CPUE) from the Baltic International Trawl
Survey (BITS) of fish larger than or equal to 30 cm has decreased between 2011
and 2014. There has been a steep decline of harvest rate between 2004 and 2009,
followed by a slight increase. The advised catch for 2016 is 29 220 t. This represents
a slight increase compared to the catch advice given last year for 2015, but now
includes catches of this stock in the western management area, which have been
more than 7000 t in 2014.
In summary, catches for the two plaice stocks could increase significantly under the MSY
approach while the catches of the two cod stocks would have to be decreased, at least in
the short term. In the next years, this may help to alleviate the choke species problem,
because less effort is needed to exhaust the cod quotas and therefore fewer bycatch of
plaice will be taken.

1.5.
1.5.1.

Distribution of plaice in the Baltic Sea
Distribution and spawning

The distribution of plaice in the Baltic Sea extends eastwards from the Kattegat (SD 21)
and Belt Sea (SD 22) along the Arkona (SD 24) and Bornholm Sea (SD 25) to the Gulf of
Gdansk (SD 26) and northwards to the Gotland area (SD 28.2), but it is also found
sporadically farther north. The distribution of this marine species is dependent on salinity.
The spawning in the Kattegat (SD 21) occurs between late February and late March mainly
at depths between 30 and 40 meters (Nielsen et al., 2004). Spawning also takes place in
SD 22 at about the same time. The spawning of plaice in the eastern Baltic Sea (SD 24-32)
begins in November and peaks in February–March in the basins. Plaice requires relatively
high salinity for spawning. With respect to these requirements, opportunities for successful
spawning of plaice exist regularly in the Arkona basin (SD 24) and the Bornholm basin (SD
25) but occasionally also in the Gdansk and Gotland basins (SD26 and SD28; Nissling et
al., 2002). Nursery areas are located in shallow waters down to 10 m depth.
1.5.2.

Distribution from surveys

The Baltic International Trawl Survey (BITS) is carried out in quarter 1 (Q1, mid-February
to end of March) and quarter 4 (Q4, mid-October to end of November). The period of the
Q1 survey corresponds with the main spawning season in the Kattegat (ICES 2012a). For
the Baltic Sea, spawning between November and March with peak spawning in
February/March was reported (Bagge 1981), which is also covered by the Q1 survey and
partially by the Q4 survey as well. Since 2001 standardized gear types have been used by
all countries which participate in the BITS, so that results of the different national surveys
can be consistently collated. The procedures for analyzing the hauls are given in the BITS
manual (ICES 2014).
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Figure 1.5.1.

Distribution of plaice from a 1st quarter survey (2012) in SD
21-28.

Larger plaice (>19 cm length )

Smaller plaice (<20 cm length)

Abundance in numbers per hour trawling (catch per unit effort, CPUE) from the BITS quarter 1 survey
in 2012. Left panel: plaice >19 cm length, right panel: plaice <20 cm. Note different colour scales.
More years and quarters are given in Annex I.5.1 (plaice >19cm) and Annex I.5.2 (plaice <19cm).

High densities (high catch per unit of effort - CPUE) of larger plaice (>19 cm) were
regularly observed in SD 21 and in the northern part of SD 22 and to a lesser degree in SD
24 in quarter 1 and 4 (Figure 1.5.1, left figure, Annex I.5.1). Maximum CPUEs of larger
plaice were usually an order of magnitude lower in SD 24-25 than in SD 21-22. In contrast,
smaller plaice (<20 cm) occurred throughout SD 21-25 (Figure 1.5.1, right figure, Annex
I.5.2).
The distribution and aggregation of plaice corresponds with areas of high catches and
fishing intensity in the demersal fisheries (see chapter 2).
The abundance indices of plaice in the eastern and western Baltic Sea show similar trends
for both stocks as the assessment results, i.e. a steep, steady and remarkable increase in
relative spawning stock biomass since 2010 (ICES 2015a, ICES 2015c).

1.6.

Distribution of international landings and discards of plaice

The catches in the Kattegat, Belts and Sound (SD 21–23) are shared between Denmark
(84% in weight, 2014) Germany (11%) and Sweden (5%). Particularly in the Kattegat (SD
21) the fishery is a by-catch fishery due to the generally very low prices for plaice
combined with the restrictive regulations for cod in this area. In SD 22, some plaicedirected fisheries are taking place. In SD 23, the catches have been low in the whole period
due to fishing restrictions. The highest landings are obtained from SD 21, followed by SD
22, while place landings from SD 23 are rather unimportant (Fig 1.6.1). The peak season
for the fishery is the 1st quarter. During the 2nd and 3rd quarter the landings are smaller and
increase again in the 4th quarter (Annex I.6). There is a directed fishery for plaice (defined
here as >25% of plaice in total monthly landings of a vessel) by Germany in SD 22 in
quarter 1 and 4. Approximately 64% of the plaice landings are registered as caught by
active gears. 36% are landed from passive gears. International discard estimates are only
calculated per Sub-Division. In SD 22, the discards of plaice by Germany are high mostly
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because of restrictive quotas. In contrast, Denmark is usually not exhausting its national
quota for plaice. However, “highgrading” is also reported for all fleets, i.e. market-sized
plaice are discarded due to low prices or due to low quality (thin or weak specimens).
Discarding of fish which could be legally landed (above minimum landing size, quota
available) is illegal in EU waters since 2010.
All Baltic Sea EU member states are fishing in the eastern part of the Baltic Sea (SD 24–
32), but only Denmark, Sweden, Poland, Germany and Finland (with swapped quota)
possess quota for landing plaice. Russia could fish plaice in its own exclusive economic zone
(in SD 26) under separate regulations. Plaice is mainly caught in the Arkona and Bornholm
seas (SD 24 and SD 25, respectively). Most of the catches of this stock are taken in SD 24,
with Denmark and Germany being the main fishing countries. SD 25 is the second most
important fishing area. Denmark, Sweden and Poland are the main fishing countries there.
Minor catches occur in Gdansk basin (SD 26). Marginal catches of plaice in other SD are
found occasionally in some years, but were usually lower than 1 ton/year. Since 1995 the
landings increased and reached a moderate temporal maximum in 2003 (1281 t) and again
in 2009 (1226 t). After 2009 the landings decreased to 748 t in 2011, slightly increased in
2012 to around 848 t and decreased to 543 t in 2014 (see also Figure 1.4.2.).
Baltic plaice is caught mostly by trawlers and gillnetters. Active gears provide most of the
landings in SD 24 (ca. 65%) and SD 25 (ca. 77%). However, in SD 26, passive gears
provide ca. 75% of total plaice landings. The discarding of plaice in the commercial fisheries
can be high and seems to vary greatly between countries. For example the trawl-fishery
targeting cod in SD 26 may even have a 100% discard rate of plaice throughout the year.
Only a few occasional landings from trawl-fisheries are reported from SD 26. Countries
without any quota for plaice are assumed to have 100% discard.
For the latest year (2014), the estimated catch in the Kattegat (SD 21) was about 1030
tons (ICES 2015c), compared to a TAC of 2160 tons. The estimated catch in the Baltic Sea
(SD 22-32) was about 3900 tons (ICES 2015c), compared to a TAC of 3400 tons. Both
catch figures may be underestimates for several reasons, such as: (i) In the regional data
base no plaice discards are assumed if there are no plaice landings from the same metier.
(ii) Denmark assumes 0% discard in its passive gear fishery, while discards are regularly
reported from other nations’ passive fleets. As the Danish passive fishery is large, this
assumption could have a significant impact on the total catch estimation. (iii) Plaice catches
of the Russian fleet operating in SD 26 are not reported to international databases.
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Figure 1.6.1. 1

Average annual international plaice landings (2010-2013) in
the Baltic Sea per statistical ICES rectangle.

(Quarterly catches are given in Annex I.6).
Data source: ICES.

1

For all maps that follow: note that all values in the statistical rectangles are the averages across 2010-2014.
For example, in the case of the German plaice discards, in the quarterly maps (Annex II.3) the total value in
the heading is the average of the total values for the respective quarter across 2010-2014; and in the annual
total map (Figure 2.1.3) the total value in the heading is the average of the total values for the whole year
across 2010-2014. Following this procedure, the value in the annual total map is not the sum of the values in
the four quarterly maps. Furthermore, in the case, for example, of discard proportions (Figure 2.1.4. and
Annex II.4), the values in the statistical rectangles are the average proportions of discards, the average catch
(in t) and the average discards (in t). The average of the proportions is not the same value as the proportion
of the average discards over the average catch (for example, the latter proportion could be higher than the
former if a year with higher than average catch had a higher than average proportion).
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2. TWO EXAMPLES, GERMANY
DETAILED ANALYSIS

AND

LATVIA,

FOR

KEY FINDINGS
•

German vessels fish and land plaice from the Kattegat (SD 21), Belt Sea (SD 22),
Arkona Sea (SD 24) and East of Bornholm (SD 25). Only occasional catches
occur in the more eastern parts of the Baltic Sea (SD 26 and beyond).

•

The major part of the German plaice landings (and catches) is taken by demersal
trawls in a mixed flatfish fishery and in a cod-directed fishery in the Belt Sea.

•

The major part of the German plaice catches occurs in the first and fourth
quarter of the year.

•

The German discarding of plaice varies not only between areas and quarters,
but even between trips and hauls of single vessels.

•

In the western Baltic the discard proportions are lower than in the east (with
exceptions). German Discard proportions increase eastwards, with higher
discarding in the second and third quarter. In SD 25 and SD 26 often >99% of
the catch is discarded, although the total amount is quite small.

•

The estimated total annual catch of the German fleet is between 200 – 300%
of the recent (landings) quota for plaice. With the implementation of the landing
obligation and a continuation of the present fishing behaviour, this would cause
problems.

•

In Germany a disproportionally high share of plaice is landed (and targeted) by
a few vessels operating from harbours in Kiel Bight (western SD 22). These vessels
usually acquire quota from swaps with Denmark, Sweden, and Poland.

•

Latvia has a demersal fishery that is conducted year-round in SD 25 and SD 26
(trawling and gillnetting) and targets cod and flounder. In SD 28, the passive
fleet segment fishes year-round; additionally, a small trawl fishery takes place in
SD 28 in the second, third, and fourth quarter. A few gillnetters operate in SD 24.

•

The amount of Latvian plaice bycatch in sampled trips is highly variable,
ranging between 12 t and just a few kg. But even these small amounts would
cause a problem with the introduction of the landing obligation, because Latvia has
zero plaice quota.

The implementation of the landing obligation for plaice in the Baltic Sea will have an impact
on national fishing fleets, especially for those without any quota and those where the quota
is expected to become restrictive. Countries that are currently not fishing their entire quota
and swap or trade them might face restrictions after the implementation of the Landing
Obligation as well.

2.1.

Western Baltic Sea: Germany

The German fishing fleet was chosen as an example for the Western Baltic Sea and for a
fishing fleet where plaice might become a choke species because of insufficient quotas.
2.1.1.

Description of the fishery

German vessels are fishing and landing plaice in the Kattegat (SD 21), Belt Sea (SD 22),
Arkona (SD 24) and East of Bornholm (SD 25). Only occasional catches occur in the
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Eastern Baltic Sea (SD 26). The plaice fishery shows a clear spatiotemporal pattern. The
major part of the German plaice landings (and catches) is taken by demersal trawls (ca.
80%) in a mixed flatfish fishery and in a cod-directed fishery in the Belt Sea. Germany is
the second-most important fishing nation in the Belt Sea (SD 22; ca. 420 t landings) after
Denmark (ca. 2000 t landings). Most of the catches originate from three fishing grounds
(Figure 2.1.1), the northern Kiel bight (ICES statistical rectangle 38G0, SD 22),
Mecklenburg bight (37G1, SD 22) and north of Arkona (38G3, SD 24). In the Bornholm Sea
(SD 25) most catches are taken from the area around Bornholm Island. The major part of
catches occurs in the first and fourth quarter (Annex II.1).
Figure 2.1.1.

Average annual German plaice catches (2010-2014) in the
Baltic Sea per statistical ICES rectangle.

Quarterly catches are given in Annex II.1.
Data source: Thünen Institute/BLE.
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The fishery on plaice is seasonal and follows a clear annual pattern. The major part of the
landings is taken from the same three rectangles that also provide the majority of catches
(Figure 2.1.2). Most landings in the northern Kiel bight and Mecklenburg bight are taken in
the first and fourth quarter (Annex II.2). Landings are usually lower in the second and third
quarter of a year. In the Arkona Sea (SD 24), the fishing grounds north of Arkona provide
most of the catches, usually in the fourth quarter. Landings are high there as well. Plaice
catches in this area are similar in the third and fourth quarter, but the discards are much
higher in the third quarter. Plaice is only occasionally caught in the Bornholm Sea (SD 25);
landings are usually less than 1 t per quarter (Annex II.2).
Figure 2.1.2.

Average annual German plaice landings (2010-2014) in the
Baltic Sea per statistical ICES rectangle.

Quarterly catches are given in Annex II.2.
Data source: BLE.

The discarding of plaice from a catch varies not only between areas and quarters, but even
between trips and hauls of single vessels, and no consistent rationale for the decision to
discard could be identified. In areas with high plaice catches discards are also high over the
whole year (Figure 2.1.3). The absolute amount of discarded plaice is very high in the three
major rectangles that also provide most of the catches (i.e. 38G1, 37G1 and 38G3).
Discards are high in the first quarter in Kiel and Mecklenburg bight (SD 22) and decrease
afterwards. Discards in the Arkona Sea (SD 24) are higher in the second and especially
third quarter when landings are low. The discarded amount in SD 25 is low, but the discard
proportion is very high (Annex II.3).
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Figure 2.1.3.

Average annual German plaice discards (2010-2014) in the
Baltic Sea per statistical ICES rectangle.

Rectangles with bold outline were sampled; the values in these rectangles are partly or fully based on
observations, while the values in other rectangles are extrapolated. (Quarterly discards are given in
Annex II.3).
Data source: Thünen Institute.

In general, the discarded proportion in plaice catches increases from west to east (Figure
2.1.4). These proportions show a clear spatial difference: In the western Baltic, the discard
proportions are relatively low. However, the northern Fehmarnbelt (38G1) and Belt Sea
(39G1) show higher discard rates than the adjacent areas but the total amounts are low.
The overall discard rate increases eastwards and follows a seasonal pattern, with high
discarding in the second and third quarter and lower rates in the first and fourth quarter
(Annex II.4). The discarding in SD 25 and SD 26 is generally high (often >99% of the catch
is discarded), although the amount is quite small: quarterly catches rarely exceed 6-8 t in a
statistical rectangle.
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Figure 2.1.4.

Average annual proportion of German plaice discards
compared to the catch (2010-2014) in the Baltic Sea per
statistical ICES rectangle.

Rectangles with bold outline were sampled; the values in these rectangles are partly or fully based on
observations, while the values in other rectangles are extrapolated. (Quarterly discard proportions are
given in Annex II.4).
Data source: Thünen Institute.

2.1.2.

Catch and quota restrictions

The German fishing fleet operating in the Baltic Sea (SD 22-32) is regularly limited by the
German plaice quota, unless there is a possibility for quota swaps. This is not only a
problem for a fishery that targets plaice or flatfish, but also for other fisheries that have
plaice as a bycatch, e.g. the cod-directed trawling fisheries. The analysis of the fishing
activity shows that the fourth quarter accounts for a large share of the annual catches and
also landings, but not for discards. This is due to the fact that most German fishing vessels
discard larger amounts in the first quarter as the German control authorities limit the plaice
landings per trip (to save German plaice quota for the rest of the year). In the fourth
quarter, after all quota swaps and trades have been made, less plaice is discarded. The
estimated total annual catch of the German fleet is between 200 – 300% of the recent
original (landings) quota for plaice (Figure 2.1.5, Annex II.5). With the implementation of
the landing obligation, this would cause problems for German demersal fishery in the whole
Baltic Sea. The total catch might regularly exceed the catch quota that will be implemented
in 2017, unless the fishery changes behaviour to reduce plaice catches. In the last five
years, plaice catches of the cod-directed fisheries were between 100 and 170% of the
plaice (landings) quota. This segment might therefore have the highest interest in reducing
(unwanted) plaice bycatches.
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Figure 2.1.5.

Estimated plaice catches of the German fishing fleet 2010–
2014.

Total catch, the respective annual (landings) quota (orange bar) and the share of plaice taken by cod
directed fisheries (light blue) are given.
Source: BLE and Thünen Institute.

2.1.3.

Plaice-targeting vessels in Germany

In Germany, a large fraction of the Baltic plaice quota is taken by vessels operating from
the harbours of Maasholm/Kappeln and Eckernfoerde (Kiel Bight, western SD 22). Between
2009 and 2013, the top five vessels with plaice landings (i.e. <2% of the total number of
German vessels landing plaice) were all operating from these two harbours and contributed
between 13–23% to the total annual plaice landings of Germany. Their disproportionally
high share in plaice landings is highlighted by the fact that single vessels of
Maasholm/Kappeln and Eckernfoerde contributed between 2-8% (or 10-27 t) to the total
landings while most other German vessels contribute ≤ 1% (or <5 t). The fact that within
the EU data collection framework German plaice-directed trips were exclusively sampled on
board of vessels from Maasholm/Kappeln and Eckernfoerde fishing in Kiel Bight confirms
that there is a German plaice-targeting fishery in SD 22. In Germany, the Federal Office of
Agriculture and Food (BLE) distributes the national plaice quota equally over the German
vessels. The over-proportionally high plaice landings of the vessels from Maasholm/Kappeln
and Eckernfoerde (largely belonging to one producer organization) result from additional
quota swaps of the producer organization with Denmark, Sweden, and Poland. In a
scenario where countries are more reluctant to swap plaice quota, these vessels will have a
strong incentive to adapt their fishing activities.

2.2.

Eastern Baltic Sea: Latvia

The Latvian fishing fleet was chosen as an example for the Eastern Baltic Sea. Latvia has
no quota to land plaice, yet bycatches in the demersal fishery occur. Lithuania, Estonia and
Finland are facing a similar situation. All four countries do not possess plaice quota, which
will force them to swap quota from other countries such as Denmark and Poland and to
reduce the bycatch of plaice in their fishery.
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2.2.1.

Description of the Fishery

Latvia has a demersal fishery that takes place all year in SD 25 and SD 26 (trawling and
gillnetting) and targets cod and flounder. The fishing fleet is operating with a similar spatiotemporal pattern as the fleets of other countries in this area. In SD 28, the passive fleet
segment fishes year-round; additionally, a small trawl fishery takes place in SD 28 in the
second, third, and fourth quarter. A few gillnetters fish in SD 24.
2.2.2.

Catch and quota restrictions

Latvia is not obliged to sample plaice under the EU Data Collection Framework (DCF) since
it has no quota for it, so only occasional biological sampling and discard estimations take
place (Figure 2.2.1.). However, plaice was measured and reported in the active and passive
fishing segments in almost all quarters between 2009 and 2013. However, it is not possible
to raise the sampled catch to total catch due to the patchy sampling design. The amount of
the estimated discard from sampled trips was highly variable, ranging between 12 t and
just a few kg. But even these small amounts would restrict the fishery after the
implementation of the Landing Obligation for plaice. Since full avoidance of these small and
unpredictable amounts of plaice bycatch is not a realistic option, countries without a plaice
quota should have an interest to acquire plaice quota. For example, Finland is regularly
involved in international quota swaps to ensure that the plaice catches are covered by a
quota.
Figure 2.2.1.

Latvian fishing effort in active and passive fleet segments
(days at Sea, yellow fields) and reported plaice bycatches (red
fields).
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Data source: ICES.
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3. SOLUTIONS
KEY FINDINGS
•

The introduction of a Landing Obligation, as outlined in the Commission’s Green
Book, should create incentives for fishers to avoid unwanted bycatch, which
would aid recovery of overfished stocks and sustainable exploitation.

•

We propose to apply a structured approach (decision tree) to solve a chokespecies problem on a case-by-case basis with as little deviation as possible from the
original objective of the landing obligation.

•

Choke-species problems can be mitigated by redistribution of national quotas
(including a bycatch quota for choke species) and/or international quota swaps.

•

The use of selective gear and spatiotemporal avoidance of unwanted bycatch
are among the changes in fishing practices in the original spirit of the CFP reform.
We present three different examples how gear selectivity in demersal Baltic
fisheries could be significantly improved, with little effort and cost. A reduction
of catches of flatfish species in roundfish fisheries of up to 75% could be
achieved by new selectivity devices, thus alleviating or even eliminating most of
the foreseeable choke species problems in the Baltic Sea.

•

Spatiotemporal avoidance depends on (fisher’s) knowledge of fish abundances at
medium and small spatiotemporal scales. Success stories exist where fishers
share such knowledge and avoid unwanted bycatches. The spatiotemporal
German catch distributions of the relevant target species relative to plaice present
some scope for avoidance of plaice while maintaining target species catches.

•

The adopted Regulation includes provisions for more flexibility and exemptions of
a landing obligation. If widely applied, those exemptions would allow fisheries to
continue with their present practices and thus would increase the risk that the
objectives of the CFP will not be met.

•

We demonstrate that neither the exemptions nor the flexibilities have the
potential to solve choke species problems in the Baltic. Plaice survival rates
are highly variable and not consistently high; managers have decided not to use the
de minimis-rule in the Baltic Sea; the inter-specific flexibility is not needed (in
SD21) or not applicable (in SD 24-32), and could only be used in SD 22-23. All of
these rules would result in borrowing from the future; the extra catches will
therefore have to be ‘paid back’ in terms of lower allowable catches in the future.

•

We conclude that the landing obligation can be fully implemented in the Baltic
Sea without major disruption of the fishery (although the individual fisher’s
practices might have to be seriously modified); with reasonable effort and without
risking that the objectives of the CFP reform are missed. The combination of
different approaches will likely solve arising problems.

•

The same structured approach as applied here could be applied in other areas
and fisheries, before deciding on the need for additional measures to make the
landing obligation work.

3.1.

Introduction

The objectives of the introduction of a landing obligation in EU waters were clearly outlined
in the Commission’s Green Paper (EU Commission 2009) informing the process of the
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reform of the CFP. The landing obligation should create the right incentives for fishers to
avoid unwanted bycatch. This is expected to have immediate positive effects on the
recovery of overfished stocks and, in the longer term, on the yield of commercially
exploited stocks and the status of the environment. Fishers could achieve the objectives
e.g. by using more selective gear, by choosing areas or times where less unwanted bycatch
would be caught, or by optimising the utilisation of species-specific quotas through quota
swaps. This element of the CFP reform was seen by many as the most fundamental policy
change in European fisheries, and it was anticipated that this change would also affect the
way of operation of many EU fisheries.
Later during the discussion between Council, Commission and Parliament, the objectives
and rules of a landing obligation have been detailed. Some of those rules focussed on how
to make the discard ban work for as many fisheries as possible with as little disruption as
possible. They included provisions for more flexibility of utilising quotas, but also a number
of exemptions to the landing obligation. If widely applied, those rules may allow most EU
fisheries to continue with their present practices also under a formal landing obligation –
which seems to be in clear conflict with the original objective of the approach, where a
change in fisher’s behaviour was an important outcome.
It seems therefore appropriate to apply the exemptions only in those situations where the
problem of choke species occurs. The term choke species is not clearly defined; Seafish.uk
define it as “a lesser species that has the ability to close a fishery and dramatically affect
the economic model of a fishery”; some are less restrictive and define it as “the [species
with the] least plentiful quota in a mixed fishery” (Holm and Schou 2011). We define choke
species much wider as follows: A choke species is a species for which the available quota is
exhausted (long) before the quotas are exhausted of (some of) the other species that are
caught together in a (mixed) fishery. There are many examples for potential/perceived or
real choke species under a landing obligation, such as plaice in the Baltic Sea, and different
ways to solve the problems arising from the bycatch of those for various fisheries.
In this section, we outline a decision tree (Figure 3.1.1) to (1) determine whether a bycaught species could choke the fishery on a target species, and (2) apply a structured
approach how to solve a choke-species problem on a case-by-case basis with as little
deviation as possible from the original objective of the landing obligation.
If (a) the bycatch is not limited by a TAC, it can still be discarded and thus, it cannot limit
the utilisation of the target species’ quota.
If (b) the bycatch is limited by a TAC, all catches have to be landed. Various approaches
could be applied to reduce the impact of bycatches with limiting quotas on the targetspecies fishery. These approaches could be applied regardless of the amount of the
bycatch, i.e. whether it is even a prominent element of a mixed fishery or whether the
bycatch is a rare choke species. In countries with individual quota holdings, quotas for the
bycatch species could be re-distributed within the national quota (c); it is expected that this
would bring the fisher’s set of quotas closer to the regular composition of the catch. If this
does not solve the problem, international quota swaps or – where legally possible – trade
of quotas could be conducted (d). This is already a regularly and successfully used method
to maximise the utilisation of quotas. If the bycatch is choking much bigger fisheries, one
could think about rules how to secure that those small quotas do not become extremely
expensive or inaccessible for those fishers needing to swap, e.g. with an average price/
conversion rate scheme for the different species.
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Figure 3.1.1.

Decision tree for a structured approach to mitigate the effects
of choke species after the introduction of a landing obligation
in EU waters.

Technical solutions (e) can be easily applied; sometimes they require new or modified gear
which can be costly. Another approach is to utilise the fisher’s knowledge and modify the
fishing behaviour, e.g. by changing the fishing ground or the timing of the fishery to avoid
unwanted bycatch (f). In all cases, gear with improved selectivity will only be developed
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and applied, and the fisher will only change behaviour, if there are incentives to do so. One
should therefore be very careful not to remove these incentives with a premature
application of exemptions which were designed for emergency cases.
If the bycatch is a significant part of the catch composition in a typical mixed fishery (g),
the most vulnerable stock determines the fishing possibilities for all others. It can be
argued that this is unavoidable and the fishery stops if the first species-specific quota has
been taken and all other means above have not or only partly been successful.
If however the unwanted bycatch is a very small fraction of the catch and chokes the
fishery on other species (h), then fishers and the society at large would have to forego a lot
of fisheries yield without further possibilities for mitigation, because the MSY for a number
of stocks could never be fished. Specific bycatch quotas could be set up either nationally (i)
– there are already examples for this approach – or internationally (j). Those should not be
used by an Olympic fishery (“race to fish”) but should only be accessible in those cases
where the bycatch is almost unavoidable and all previous means were unsuccessful. The
two situations described above (significant part of the catch in a mixed fishery vs. very
small fraction of the catch) should be considered as two extremes, and many fisheries will
be in an intermediate position.
The CFP has provisions for flexibilities to ease the effect of choke species (k): the possibility
to account bycatch under the target species quota if the bycatch stock is within safe
biological limits (inter-species flexibility), or the possibility to bank or borrow a limited
amount of quotas between years (inter-annual flexibility). The exemptions under Article 15
of the CFP basic regulation (EU 2013) would follow (l): the de minimis-rule; or an
exemption if there is scientific evidence that survival rates of discarded fish is high. If all of
these possibilities fail, one could consider measures which would however affect the
principle of relative stability (m): an abolition of quotas in very specific cases, or to
redistribute national quotas. A specific example would be to provide 10 t of plaice quota to
each of the Baltic states (Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania) which currently has no plaice quota
at all, provided there are no possibilities for swaps, the de minimis-rule is not accessible,
the stock is outside safe biological limits, and survival rates are not found to be high. With
this set of possibilities it appears extremely unlikely that a fishery would have to stop
because of the occurrence of a choke species – but the sequence of application of the
solutions seems pivotal to ensure the objectives of the introduction of a landing obligation
are met. Most of the pros and cons of the various options were discussed in STECF (2013).
It is important to note that the decision tree in Figure 3.1.1. is not specific to Baltic plaice.
It can be generally applied to most cases where choke species occur. However, in the
following sections we describe what the effect of the different solution approaches would be
for Baltic fisheries with unwanted bycatch of plaice.
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3.2.

Redistribution of national quotas and international quota
swaps

In many cases, problems arising with the implementation of the landing obligation may be
mitigated on a national level, by redistributing fishing companies’ or producer organisations’ quotas in a way that a reasonable balance between fishing opportunities and usual
catch composition can be achieved. Such an approach might be simple to implement in
some countries, where the overall quota utilisation or the full utilisation of the most
valuable national quota has precedence, but difficult or even impossible to implement
where such a redistribution would be in conflict with existing laws (e.g. when historic
fishing rights of individual companies are affected or under individual transferable quota
systems). One could argue however that the implementation of a landing obligation is a
fundamental policy change on the EU level and thus conflicting national laws would have to
be adapted. Fishers who would have to accept cuts on their quotas of species which are
choke species in other fisheries (like plaice choking the cod fishery) could be compensated
by those fisheries receiving quotas (which would have to provide e.g. some cod quota to
the plaice-quota donor).
If an a priori balanced distribution of quotas is not achievable, national administrations
could keep a (sufficient) separate bycatch quota which can only be accessed for minor
bycatches otherwise choking bigger fisheries; provisions would have to be taken that this
bycatch quota is not taken by few in an Olympic fishery. This is an approach successfully
implemented in other jurisdictions with a discard ban in place, e.g. in Norway.
In the example of the German Baltic demersal fishery, we demonstrated that the problem
of insufficient plaice quotas is exacerbated by a small fraction of vessels targeting plaice
(section 2.1.3). If the cod fishery has precedence, then the obvious solution to this problem
is, that all fishers or producer organisations receive a small amount of plaice quota
expected to be sufficient to cover unavoidable plaice bycatches in the cod fishery (e.g. 2 t
per vessel). Those few vessels wanting to target plaice and to land bigger amounts would
have to acquire additional quota, e.g. through national or international swaps. Exactly this
approach has been followed by the German authorities, thus reducing the risk that plaice
could be choking the German cod fisheries in the Baltic Sea after the discard ban
implementation.
International quota swaps are another obvious and well-established approach to mitigate
the effects of the implementation of a landing obligation. This is likely to solve a large part
of the choke species problems in European fisheries, especially if they arise from a
mismatch between quotas distributed under the principle of relative stability and the catch
composition of a national fleet. It however requires the willingness to swap or trade, and to
apply a fair conversion rate or price. Northern hake is an example, where the Spanish fleet
will likely not be able to fish its hake quota without swapping quota for many other species
(like haddock and flatfishes), which should easily be possible if Spain is willing to provide
hake quota in exchange. In the case of Baltic plaice, the TAC is likely to be sufficient to
cover all unavoidable bycatches in other directed fisheries, especially after the expected
TAC uplift when former discards are included. Therefore, quota swaps could already solve
most problems in the Baltic fisheries, at least in the present situation with favourably
developing plaice stocks.
If in the future quotas will not be available for swaps, then one could consider introducing
either minute national plaice quotas for those nations with zero quotas at present (Baltic
states and Finland), or the creation of a specific international bycatch quota to cover these.
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3.3.

Selective gears and changes in fishing technology

Improvements in gear selectivity are a key issue in the successful implementation of the
landing obligation, as they have the potential to solve potential problems with choke
species in full conformity with the objectives of the CFP reform. The Thünen Institute of
Baltic Sea Fisheries developed and tested, partly in close cooperation with the commercial
fishery, a number of new selective devices to aid fishermen to face the challenges
associated with the new CFP. Two new concepts aim to reduce/avoid catches of unwanted
flatfish that might choke the normal fishing operations in roundfish fisheries: FRESWIND
and FLEX. The “Top-less trawl” is the technical solution proposed to reduce roundfish
catches in flatfish directed fisheries. Recent experimental trials carried out in the Baltic Sea
have given promising results. Below we describe these gear concepts, and we model what
would be the effect of the new devices if widely adopted in commercial fisheries – and
forecast whether this technical solution could already solve the choke species problem.
3.3.1.

Plaice as choke species: reducing flatfish bycatch in roundfish fisheries

a. FRESWIND
The FRESWIND (Flatfish Rigid EScape WINDows) is an innovative species-selection device
designed by the Thünen Institute to reduce flatfish by-catches in demersal roundfish trawl
fisheries (Santos et al. 2015). FRESWIND is mounted in the extension piece (the net tunnel
connecting the belly of the gear and the codend, see Figure 3.3.1.) to establish a sequential
selection system, where flatfish size selection mainly occurs by the new device, while the
roundfish selectivity mainly takes place in the codend.
Conceptual basis
The FRESWIND takes advantage of the differences in body morphology between flatfish and
roundfish, and influences the swimming direction to enhance flatfish size selection.
Operational principle
Figure 3.3.1 shows the FRESWIND mounted in front of a BACOMA codend (one of the two
mandatory codends in Baltic Sea demersal fisheries), also indicating the expected events
occurring when fish reach the FRESWIND zone on their way to the codend. The swimming
direction of fish entering the extension piece is altered by a guiding device (1), towards two
escapement windows mounted at the sides of the net. Once the fish contact the windows
(2), the escapement probabilities depend on the size-selection properties of the rigid
windows, specifically designed to enhance the escaping possibilities of flatfish (3). Fish that
do not make sufficient contact with the escaping area, or have not been able to escape
through the rigid windows (because they are too large) follow the path towards the codend
(4) where a successive, roundfish-directed selection process takes place.
The FRESWIND side windows are constructed as rigid, grid-like sections made of steel to
keep the distance between bars constant and well-defined. The dimensions of the windows
are relatively small (480x900mm). The inner bars (and consequently the bar spacing) are
horizontally oriented to enhance the escapement possibilities of flatfish species (Figure
3.3.2). The bar spacing used for the first prototype was set to 38 mm. Based on prior
experiments, this spacing was considered sufficient to allow escapement of a wide range of
flatfish size classes, while only undersized cod would have a chance to escape through
these windows. Regional or temporal catch profile preferences may be considered to specify
the optimal bar spacing of the windows.
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Figure 3.3.1.

Sketch of the FRESWIND connected to a BACOMA codend.

The BACOMA is one of the mandatory codends in the Baltic cod-directed trawl fishery. For explanations
of numbers and arrows see text.

Manufacturing costs
The installation of FRESWIND requires the replacement of the standard extension piece
(between belly of the trawl and codend) by an extension piece equipped with the selection
device. The replacement can be carried out by the crew with no previous training required
within 1-2 hours. The overall cost to build the first FRESWIND prototype used in the
experimental sea trials was about EUR 3 000 (gross price). However, most fishermen will
be able to significantly reduce these costs when rebuilding this simple design on their own.
The material required is a piece of canvas (guiding device), stainless steel bars (rigid
windows) and 4 net panels (extension piece). The cost of the rigid windows was less than
EUR 120, plus labour. The canvas guiding device and the extension piece were made by a
local netmaker, who also assembled the three components with no extra skills or training
required. No specific maintenance is required for the new device.
Proof of efficiency
The FRESWIND was already tested in 2013 both under research and commercial conditions.
The reference gear used the BACOMA codend as selection system, while the test gear used
the sequential selection system composed of the FRESWIND in conjunction with the
BACOMA codend. By using this experimental design, both fishers and gear technologists
were able to assess the practical implementation of the FRESWIND. The results obtained
from the commercial sea trials are summarized in Figure 3.3.2.
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Figure 3.3.2. FRESWIND gear: Mean catch reduction by species and size obtained
during the commercial fishing sea trials.

Percentages are obtained by comparing the catches of the test gear (FRESWIND with BACOMA) with
those of the standard gear (BACOMA). Fish silhouettes represent plaice and cod below and above
minimum landing size or minimum conservation reference size (25 cm and 35 cm, respectively).

The use of FRESWIND during a commercial sea cruise resulted in more than 55% reduction
in overall plaice catches. The new device also supplemented size selection in the codend by
reducing the catch of undersized cod by more than 30%, while the losses of marketable
cod (above Minimum Conservation Reference Size (MCRS) = 35 cm) were reported to be
below 10%. By adjusting the bar spacing, the performance of the selection device can be
easily adjusted to specific needs, e.g. to reduce the loss of marketable cod further.
Concluding remarks
•

The FRESWIND device was awarded with a runner-up prize at the 2014 WWF
International Smart Gear Competition (http://www.worldwildlife.org/initiatives/
international-smart-gear-competition).

•

It was tested in different seasons, fishing grounds, and using both commercial and
research vessels.

•

The concept involves the use of steel grids, which in some cases were not well
received by the fishers. Medium- to long-term studies on the practical
implementation in the fishery are advisable.

•

A demonstration video showing the FRESWIND performance underwater is available
at: https://vimeo.com/channels/801304.

b. FLEX
FLEX (FLatfish EXcluder) is the most recent concept developed and tested by the Thünen
Institute of Baltic Sea Fisheries to address the problem of flatfish bycatch in roundfishdirected fisheries. It can be defined as a simple, cheap, handy and reversible adaptation in
the extension piece, aiming to exclude flatfish before entering the codend.
Conceptual basis
The FLEX concept uses observed differences of vertical swimming preferences between
flatfish and roundfish species to exclude flatfish from catches.
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Operational principle
Underwater (UW) video recordings focussing on the behaviour of different fish species in
the extension piece of a standard gear showed a clear trend in the vertical preferences of
fish when swimming towards the codend. Roundfish species (like cod) generally tend to
swim in the water column staying clear of the netting, while flatfish species swim very close
to or even contacting the floor of the net. Based on these behavioural differences, an
obvious strategy to avoid flatfish from roundfish catches would be to open a hole in the
lower panel of the extension piece. FLEX therefore is basically an exclusion zone which is
kept open regardless of the normal mechanical forces acting on the net. This is achieved by
utilising a simple frame made of rigid wire. We used small pieces of lead connected to the
lower net panel in front of the hole in order to create a funnel effect to better guide the
flatfish to the exclusion zone. In contrast, a flapper is created by connecting a line of small
floats to raise the rear section of the net, with the aim of deflecting roundfish upwards to
avoid their contact with the exclusion zone (Figure 3.3.3).
Figure 3.3.3.

Sketch of the FLEX connected to a BACOMA codend.

For information on the operational principle see text.

Manufacturing costs
FLEX was developed and designed to be manufactured by the fishermen themselves. In
principle, it is not necessary to use any material different from the material available on
fishing vessels to construct the device. FLEX can be opened or closed in a few minutes;
therefore the exploitation pattern of the gear can be altered from haul to haul by the fisher.
This particular property adds value to the concept, since it is not necessary for the
fishermen to invest money in additional gear to meet normal shifts in fishing strategies.
Proof of efficiency
FLEX sea trials started in November 2014 onboard the German RV SOLEA. A special gear
with two codends was used to quantitatively estimate the escapement rates through the
exclusion zone. Contrary to the experimental setup used for FRESWIND, we used small
mesh codends instead of the mandatory BACOMA codend. Because FLEX is mounted ahead
of the codend, we assume that its effect (reduction of flatfish entering in the codend) is
independent from the codend used; therefore results can be directly extrapolated to
commercial conditions. Figure 3.3.4 shows the catch reduction obtained during the
experimental sea trials.
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Figure 3.3.4.

Mean catch reduction obtained during the first research cruise
using FLEX.

From top to bottom, undersized cod, marketable cod, and plaice (all sizes).

Concluding remarks
•

The device is still under development.

•

The concept is based on fish swimming/escape behaviour, which could vary in
relation to the physical conditions on the fishing grounds (bathymetry, temperature,
season, etc.); further investigations in this regard must be carried out in future sea
trials.

•

The new device was tested only under research vessel conditions; tests on
commercial vessels are planned for the near future.

c. Potential effects of adopting the new gear in the commercial fishery
We assessed what the effect might be of adopting the new devices in the commercial
fishery, in terms of catch reduction of plaice and cod relative to the current situation. A
computer-based simulation was developed as tool for such an assessment. As case study
for the simulation, we have chosen the cod-directed trawl fishery in SD 24.
The catches for the Standard Scenario (the current situation) are directly estimated from
the observed catches when fishing with standard gears, as recorded by German onboard
observers between 2011 and 2014. The catches for the FRESWIND and the FLEX Scenarios
have been simulated considering differences in the length-dependent fishing efficiency
between the new gears (FRESWIND and FLEX) and the standard gears.
In general, the catch of plaice can be reduced remarkably over the range of available
length classes when implementing the new devices compared to the Standard Scenario
(Figure 3.3.5).
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Figure 3.3.5.

Observed plaice catches in the Standard Scenario (pooled over
observer trips) compared to the simulated catches when using
FRESWIND (left) and FLEX (right).

Dotted lines represent the species’ minimum landing or minimum conservation reference size (MCRS =
25 cm). Green areas represent the expected plaice catch reduction achieved by the new gears relative
to the standard gears.

In particular, it was estimated that FRESWIND would reduce the plaice catches (in weight)
by ~65% and ~55% for catch fractions below and above minimum conservation reference
size (MCRS), respectively (Figure 3.3.6 left). The implementation of FLEX yields a plaice
catch reduction of ~75% overall length classes compared to the Standard Scenario (Figure
3.3.6 left).
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Figure 3.3.6.

Relative catch reduction expected for plaice (left panel) and
cod (right panel) due to the effect of the new devices.

Green colour highlights the desirable effect from the new devices (catch reduction of all plaice and for
lengths below MCRS for cod), while red symbols represent potential losses of marketable cod.

The simulation also predicts catch reductions on cod if the new devices were applied in the
target fleet segment (Figure 3.3.7). The reduction of unwanted cod catches (length classes
below MCRS) will be more than 30% for FRESWIND due to the grid bar spacing allowing
small cod to escape, and only ~12 % for FLEX (Figure 3.3.6 right). Potential losses of
marketable cod (above MCRS) are estimated to be ~10% for FRESWIND and ~5% for FLEX
(Figure 3.3.6 right). Thus the simulation demonstrates that the FLEX approach is not only
cheaper to implement and more flexible (can be opened and closed on a haul-by-haul
basis), it has also benefits in the reduction of plaice bycatch and lower losses of marketable
cod. The FRESWIND approach is preferable if the focus is on retaining marketable plaice
and avoiding undersized cod.
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Figure 3.3.7.

Observed cod catches in the Standard scenario (pooled over
observer trips) compared to the simulated catches when using
FRESWIND (left) and FLEX (right).

Dotted lines represent the cod minimum conservation reference size (MCRS = 35 cm). Coloured areas
represent the expected cod catch reduction achieved by the new gears relative to the standard gears.
Green areas represent wanted catch reduction of small cod (below MCRS), while red areas represent
potential losses of marketable cod (above MCRS).

The simulation study was extended to forecast how the total catches of plaice and cod
would develop in different years if one of the new devices were fully or partly (50%)
adopted by the target fleet segment (Germany, SD 24, demersal trawl).
Five catch scenarios were compared:
a)

Standard Scenario – no change of gear

b)

FRESWIND 50%

(FRESWIND adopted by 50% of the fleet)

c)

FRESWIND

(FRESWIND adopted by 100% of the fleet)

d)

FLEX 50%

(FLEX adopted by 50% of the fleet)

e)

FLEX

(FLEX adopted by 100% of the fleet)

To illustrate the variability between different years, observer data and length compositions
of the years 2011–2014 were used separately in the simulation. All four simulated
scenarios for the new devices show a clear reduction in plaice catches compared to the
Standard Scenario for the different years considered (Figure 3.3.8, Annex III.3, Table 1). In
particular, the scenarios with full adoption of FRESWIND and FLEX provide strongly reduced
catches of plaice. Specifically, FLEX shows the best performance regarding plaice catch
reduction (Figure 3.3.8, ANNEX III.3, and Table 1). As an example, the plaice catches in
the Standard Scenario for 2013 were estimated as ~20 tons, while the predicted total catch
is only ~5 tons assuming a full adoption of the FLEX device in the fleet segment. When only
50% of the fleet would adopt FLEX, the catch reduction is much lower and the catch is
estimated to be 12.5 tons.
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Figure 3.3.8.

Estimated annual plaice and cod catches (tons) for 2011-2014
by target fleet segment (German cod directed trawl fishery in
SD 24).

Comparison of the Standard Scenario and the four different fishing scenarios considered in the
simulation (50% and 100% adoption of the new devices).

On the other hand, the effect of the new devices on cod catches (all length classes) is
moderate (Figure 3.3.8, Annex III.3, Table 2). Only one scenario (FRESWIND 2014)
produced a cod catch reduction of more than 10% (Annex III.3, Table 2). Considering for
example the data for 2013, the simulation study predicted only a very small catch
reduction of 27 tons for the target species under the FLEX scenario. Since these estimations
include cod below and above MCRS, the loss of marketable cod is even lower.
Due to the (small) loss of cod catches when using any of the new devices, the fishery has
to spend more fishing effort to achieve the same cod catches as in the Standard Scenario.
Therefore, it is also of interest to estimate what would be the absolute plaice catch if cod
catches in the simulated scenarios were the same as in the Standard Scenario. Due to the
small increase in effort, the final plaice catches for these scenarios are only slightly higher
than for the previous simulations without considering the potential effort increase (Figure
3.3.9, Annex III.3, Table 3).
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Figure 3.3.9.

Estimated annual plaice catches (tons) for 2011–2014 by
target fleet segment (German cod directed trawl fishery in SD
24) compared to a scenario where cod catch is kept constant.

The left panel is identical to the one of the previous simulation (same as in Figure 3.3.8.), the right
panel displays results of an alternative simulation, where the scenarios with the new devices were
scaled to keep the cod catches the same as in the Standard Scenarios.

From these simulations, it can be concluded that relatively simple and cost-effective
improvements in selectivity have the potential to alleviate or even eliminate the potential
problem of plaice choking the cod fishery, at least for nations with a plaice quota and under
the present relation between plaice and cod fishing opportunities. We explained in section
2.1.2 that the German plaice quota would possibly be insufficient in some years to cover all
plaice bycatches in the cod fishery, and that an increase of plaice quota availability of up to
70% would be required if the fishing pattern would not change. However, as up to 75%
reduction of plaice bycatches seems achievable when the devices presented here were fully
implemented, it seems likely that plaice will not choke the German cod fishery.
3.3.2.

Cod as choke species: Reducing roundfish bycatch in flatfish fisheries

As explained in section 2.1.3, Germany also conducts a fishery targeting flatfish, including
plaice. In this fishery, the potential bycatches of cod can result in cod acting as a choke
species. Therefore, we briefly describe potential solutions to reduce the bycatch of cod in
flatfish fisheries. This scenario becomes more likely if the plaice stocks continue to develop
favourably while the TACs for both cod stocks will have to be reduced, at least in the short
term.
The Thünen Institute of Baltic Sea Fisheries has developed and tested technological
solutions to reduce cod bycatch in flatfish fisheries. In particular, the research efforts have
focused on developing two different setups of the so-called “Topless trawl” (Krag et al.
2015). Topless trawls are based on standard trawl designs, with the only difference that the
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headline (the upper side of the mouth of the net) is retracted in relation to the ground
rope. It follows the same concept originally developed for flatfish fisheries in Faroe Islands
(Thomsen 1993), and subsequently adapted for Nephrops fisheries along the northeast
coast of England (Revill et al 2006). The Topless trawl is intentionally designed to improve
escapement for species which tend to swim upwards during the first stage of the catch
process, maintaining at the same time the catchability of species linked to the sea bottom,
such as flatfish.
Sea trials with the Topless trawl were carried out in the Baltic Sea in 2007 (Mieske 2008).
Cod catches could be reduced by 63% (in numbers) compared to the standard gear, while
the fishing efficiency on flatfish species even increased (as an example, flounder catches
increased by 20%). As the variability between different hauls was high, further research
efforts would need to be invested in the future if a demand for such a gear arises.
However, Topless trawls are considered as a promising technical concept to reduce
unwanted roundfish bycatch in flatfish fisheries in the Baltic Sea.

3.4.
3.4.1.

Spatio-temporal avoidance of plaice
Fisher’s behaviour and incentives for bycatch avoidance and quota
matching

The adoption of more selective fishing strategies is an essential step to reduce the
unwanted bycatch in commercial fisheries. The statement “fish more selectively” is usually
associated with improvements in fishing technology; however, changes in fisher’s
behaviour can also contribute to reduce the bycatch of unwanted species or sizes.
In general, fishing strategies adopted by the fishers are driven by the expected short-term
profitability (fishing in specific zones and periods where and when it is expected to obtain
high value catches). Although fishers do not intend to catch unwanted species or lengths,
usually such considerations are not given priority when there are no incentives to avoid
bycatch. In turn, it has been demonstrated in other parts of the world that the adoption of
a discard ban can provide those incentives and enhance the selective behaviour. For
example, the implementation of a discard ban in the British Columbia groundfish trawl
fishery motivated a shift in fishers’ targeting behaviour to species with less constraining
quotas, that is, by avoiding fishing grounds where fish with limited quota were more
abundant (Branch & Hilborn 2008). This study demonstrated that, under the right
incentives, fishers can adjust to some extent the species mixture in their catches to make a
better use of the allocated quotas, based on their own knowledge and expertise.
Interestingly, in situations where incentives exist to avoid bycatch, bottom-up approaches
such as co-management or self-governance (reviewed in Little et al. 2014) often arise.
Real-time catch and discard information is shared among fishers in most of these, often
industry-led, initiatives to incentivise and encourage vessels to leave areas of high
unwanted bycatch. For example, the School for Marine Science and Technology of the
University (SMAST) of Massachusetts has set up a cooperative program with scallop
fishermen to allow them to reduce their yellowtail flounder bycatch. In this program
(http://www.umassd.edu/smast/bycatch/) individual fishing vessels provide more or less
real-time information on their bycatch of yellowtail flounder. SMAST compiles the
information and provides to the fleet maps of hot-spots to avoid. In Europe, the UK
proposes a pilot project where, similarly, fishers would share real-time information on
bycatch rates of vulnerable spurdog (Squalus acanthias) that needs to be avoided
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(Hetherington 2014). Another example can be found in US Alaskan demersal longline
fisheries, where a voluntary intra-fleet communication program has been adopted,
designed to share potential bycatch hotspots (Gilman 2006). The program successfully
created a real-time information network used by fishers to move their fishing activities to
nearby fishing grounds in order to avoid bycatch.
Proposals also exist to bring such fine-scale spatiotemporal considerations into a formalized
management system. For example, the ‘Real-Time Incentive (RTI)’ fisheries-management
approach (Kraak et al. 2012) would replace traditional annual catch or landings quotas and
days-at-sea (or kWday) limitations with a single allowance of fishing-impact credits (‘RTIs’).
According to this concept, fishers can fish where and when they want and spend their
allocated RTIs according to spatiotemporally varying tariffs. Managers would set the tariffs
based on agreed target mortality rates of multiple species, using knowledge of the
spatiotemporally varying catchabilities of the various species caught or impacted in a mixed
fishery. However, this proposal needs to be developed further.
3.4.2.

Spatiotemporal interaction with cod and other flatfishes in the German
catches

To avoid future quota restrictions caused by unwanted plaice bycatch, the fishery might
consider adapting its spatiotemporal fishing pattern. In this section, we apply a crude and
rudimentary approach for the species that are in question, based on the spatiotemporal
scale of the data that are available to us: ICES statistical rectangles and quarters of the
year. We explore whether areas can be found where plaice can be avoided without
jeopardizing the catch of the target species, again using the example of the German
fishery.
Cod (Gadus morhua): Cod is the most valued demersal fish in the Baltic Sea. However, the
cod-directed fishery also has the highest bycatch of plaice since it is conducted in the same
areas where plaice abundance and catches are high (Figure 3.4.1, Annex III.4.1). The
fishery is also concentrated in the 1st and 4th quarter in the Belt Sea (SD 22) and northern
Arkona (SD 24). Only a negligible amount of cod is caught in the Kattegat (SD 21), since
no German cod-directed fishery is taking place there. In the 2nd quarter, the fishery is
concentrated at the area east of Bornholm island (SD 25). The amount of cod discarded has
been quite small in the cod fishery (this has however changed in the eastern Baltic cod in
the last two years); hence most of the landings also arise from rectangles that provide the
largest catches (Figure 3.4.2, Annex III.4.2).
Since the distribution of plaice depends on a sufficiently high salinity, the biomass is
decreasing eastwards. Cod is more tolerant to changing salinities, which is shown by a
large fishery and high biomass in the Arkona (SD 24) and Bornholm Seas (SD 25). The
proportion of plaice compared to cod in the catch is decreasing eastwards (Figure 3.4.3.,
Annex III.4.3.) The proportion is lowest in the Bornholm Sea (SD 25), where plaice
abundance is low, however cod catches are still high. Especially in the 1st and 4th quarter,
catches are concentrated in three rectangles (Annex III.3). But also the southern Belt Sea
(37G1, SD 22) and southern Arkona Sea (37G2, SD 24) show high cod catches while plaice
catches are comparatively low. The 2nd quarter shows high plaice to cod ratios in the
Arkona Sea.
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Figure 3.4.1.

Average annual German cod catches (2010-2014) in the Baltic
Sea per statistical ICES rectangle.

(Quarterly catches are given in Annex III.4.1).
Data source: Thünen Institute/BLE.

Figure 3.4.2.

Average annual German cod landings (2010-2014) in the Baltic
Sea per statistical ICES rectangle.

(Quarterly landings are given in Annex III.4.2).
Data source: BLE.
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Figure 3.4.3.

Average annual proportion of German plaice catches compared
to cod catches (2010-2014) in the Baltic Sea per statistical
ICES rectangle.

(Quarterly catch proportions are given in Annex III.4.3).
Data source: Thünen Institute.

Flounder (Platichthys flesus): Apart from plaice, flounder is the most important
commercially exploited flatfish in the Baltic Sea. Baltic flounder is not regulated by a TAC,
so it provides an alternative to fishers when they want to avoid plaice bycatch because of
limiting quotas. High flounder catches occur regularly in the northern Arkona Sea
(especially 38G3, SD 24). The Arkona and Bornholm Sea show a low proportion of plaice
caught in comparison to flounder (10-16% in average, Figure 3.4.4.), which is beneficial
when trying to avoid plaice bycatch while fishing for flounder. High flounder catches were
also obtained from the southern Belt (37G0, 37G1), where the plaice proportion is usually
<25% of the flounder catch. In the 1st quarter this proportion can increase to up to 30%
(Annex III.4.4). Overall, the plaice to flounder ratio in the catch is decreasing from west to
east. The eastern Baltic Sea (SD 25) however shows higher plaice proportions in the catch
again, especially in the 3rd quarter. Only the 1st quarter provides higher catches of flounder,
resulting in a low proportion for plaice (<10%). The absolute amounts in the 2nd to 4th
quarter in this area are however quite small, with average plaice catches of <3 t per
rectangle and quarter.
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Figure 3.4.4.

Average annual proportion of German plaice catches compared
to flounder catches (2010-2014) in the Baltic Sea per
statistical ICES rectangle.

(Quarterly catch proportions are given in Annex III.4.4).
Data source: Thünen Institute.

Dab (Limanda limanda): Dab is not regulated by a TAC. Dab has a similar salinity
preference as plaice, making it difficult to avoid unwanted bycatch of plaice when targeting
dab. Germany has a targeted fishery for dab in quarter 4 in SD22 although dab is not very
valued in the commercial fishery. The abundance of dab is decreasing from west to east.
Dab catches are high in the southern Belt Sea, such as Kiel and Mecklenburg bights (SD
22). The plaice to dab catch ratio is quite high in the Arkona Sea (SD 24: 45–90% plaice in
the catch) and around Bornholm island (>90% plaice, Fig 3.4.5.). This is due to very few
dab in the catches. The proportion of plaice is lower in the western Arkona Sea (western SD
24) and in the Belt Sea area (SD 22). The seasonal plaice to dab ratio in the catches is
rather stable (Annex III.4.5), only in the 4th quarter the plaice proportion in the Arkona Sea
(SD 24) increased slightly.
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Figure 3.4.5.

Average annual proportion of German plaice catches compared
to dab catches (2010-2014) in the Baltic Sea per statistical
ICES rectangle.

(Quarterly catch proportions are given in Annex III.4.5).
Data source: Thünen Institute.

The proportions of plaice catches compared to those of cod, flounder and dab suggest that
a spatial (and temporal) shift in fishing behaviour can result in a decrease in unwanted
plaice catches. This shifting of fishing effort to areas with a lesser plaice abundance will
likely work better on a much finer temporal and regional scale than used by us for this
analysis (i.e. rectangles and quarters) considering local knowledge. The commercial fishery
often targets on aggregations of fish, like fish assembling for spawning or feeding. These
events are limited in time and space, so a small-scale shift within rectangles (e.g. fishing in
another bight or moving to the opposite side of an island) or quarters (fishing two weeks or
a month earlier/later, before plaice aggregations occur) might already have an impact on
the catch composition of a fishing trip. While this resolution is not available to us, fishers
usually have this knowledge and can use it, provided they have incentives to do so.
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3.5.

Using exemptions and flexibility provisions in the basic
regulation (Art. 15)

3.5.1. The survival exemption
The Landing Obligation regulation provides that “The landing obligation should be
introduced on a fishery-by-fishery basis. Fishermen should be allowed to continue
discarding species which, according to the best available scientific advice, have a high
survival rate when released into the sea” (EU 2013, (27)) and that “the landing obligation
(…) shall not apply to: […] species for which scientific evidence demonstrates high survival
rates, taking into account the characteristics of the gear, of the fishing practices and of the
ecosystem” (EU 2013, Article 15.4(b)).
The problem with the application of this rule is the lack of a definition of “high survival”.
From a scientific point of view, it can be argued that survival rates should be at least above
50%; in the ICES context “high” usually means above 90% (e.g. in the context of high
probabilities for achieving a management objective). Survival rates would also need to
consider post-release mortality, as fish dying a week after release would still be lost for the
stock. In any case, it should be carefully considered whether continuing discarding with
only moderate survival rates has benefits for the stock and its exploitation compared to
keeping strong incentives to avoid unwanted bycatch. It appears likely that in most cases
more fish will be kept alive in the sea if measures are taken to avoid the catch.
The available studies on discard survival of flatfishes, and specifically plaice, do not
demonstrate high survival rates. In contrast, these studies show that there is high
variability and a large range both between and within studies and that most studies suffer
from severe methodological and statistical shortcomings (Revill 2012). In addition to large
ranges in variability, these studies revealed that discard survival rates are dependent on
numerous, often interacting and uncontrollable factors, involving
•

•
•

variable catch conditions (e.g. haul duration, type of net, net material, water depth,
water temperature, catch composition, total catch weight, fishing ground,
substratum type at the bottom),
variable conditions on board the fishing vessels (e.g. handling time, processing
procedures, air temperature, sunshine, rain) and
variable post-discard conditions (e.g. predation by birds, marine mammals or crabs
at the surface, in the water column and at the bottom).

Given this variability, it would be required to design and conduct standardized discard
survival experiments, but it is difficult to define (and later control!) verifiable conditions
under which high discard survival rates do consistently occur; and “high” would need to be
defined first. Presently, an exemption for plaice owing to high discard survival would lack
any authoritative scientific evidence and merely follow political considerations.
Despite these challenges, the Thünen Institute of Baltic Sea Fisheries has started a pilot
discard survival study in May 2015 with a commercial trawler in SD 22. Once a month after
a standardized haul (BACOMA codend trawled for 3 hours at 3 kn at 20 m depth), ca. 50
plaice, flounder and dab are “discarded” in cages and kept at the sea floor. After a week,
fish condition and survival rates are determined. The study is planned to cover a one-year
cycle. First results under the specific conditions of this experiment show that survival rates
of plaice decreased with increasing water temperature (48, 30, and 22% survival in May,
June, and July, respectively).
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In summary, the survival exemption does not provide a solution to the problem of Baltic
plaice potentially choking other fisheries. In other European fisheries, this rule should only
be used if there is authoritative information on high survival over a wide range of
conditions realistic for regular fishing operations.
3.5.2.

The de minimis-exemption

The basic regulation allows for continued discarding of limited amounts of a species (5%,
slightly more in the implementation phase, see section 1.1) under specific conditions:
Either scientific evidence indicates that increases in selectivity are very difficult to achieve
or there are disproportionate costs of handling unwanted catches. The definitions in this
exemption are again so weakly formulated that it can serve as a loophole for virtually all EU
fisheries. For the Baltic Sea, managers have decided not to use the de minimis-exemption
at all, so it cannot serve as a basis to solve choke species problems. For Baltic plaice, we
demonstrated that significant improvements in selectivity can easily be achieved, and with
reduced unwanted bycatch it would be difficult to argue that costs for handling the
remaining catch would be disproportionate.
3.5.3.

The inter-species flexibility

According to the Landing Obligation regulation (EU 2013, Article 15.8), “catches of species
that are subject to the landing obligation and that are caught in excess of quotas of the
stocks in question, or catches of species in respect of which the Member State has no
quota, may be deducted from the quota of the target species provided that they do not
exceed 9 % of the quota of the target species. This provision shall only apply where the
stock of the non-target species is within safe biological limits.”
This provision cannot be used for the Baltic plaice stock (SD 24-32) because it is not
possible to determine whether it is within safe biological limits, owing to the lack of an
analytical assessment and reference points for this stock (ICES 2015b). The Kattegat, Belts
and Sound plaice stock (SD 21-23), however, has an analytical assessment and is presently
within safe biological limits (ICES 2015b). In the latter area only Denmark, Germany, and
Sweden have demersal fisheries. As we deducted from section 1.2, plaice is unlikely to
choke the fisheries in SD 21 (Kattegat). By contrast, Denmark, Germany, and Sweden
might want to avail of the provision for SD 22-23, where plaice may choke their targeted
cod fisheries. As an illustration, the respective cod quotas for these countries for 2014
were: 7436 t, 3636 t, and 2650 t respectively (http://eur-lex.europa.eu), of which 9%
amounts to 669 t, 327 t, and 239 t, respectively. These amounts, added to the countries’
respective plaice quotas (before swap), would have been sufficient to cover the countries’
respective catches (landings and discards) of plaice in 2014 (Figure 1.2.3.). If the
respective TACs for cod and plaice would remain similar relative to each other, this
provision is a possible solution in case plaice catches threaten to choke the Danish,
German, or Swedish cod fisheries in SDs 22 and 23. Of course with a quota uplift
(according to the ICES advice of May 2015 of 86% for 2016), probably less than 9% of the
cod quota is needed to cover the plaice catches. Economically, accounting less valuable
plaice against the quota of more valuable cod does not seem to be beneficial for the
fishery, specifically in the present situation where cod quotas will become very restrictive.
It can therefore be expected that this species-flexibility will only be used if unavoidable,
and that the fishery rather finds solutions to reduce the unwanted plaice bycatch.
Further, it needs to be realized that if catches are taken in excess of the TAC, a higher
fishing mortality rate will be realized than intended by setting the TAC, and those higher
catches will result in a smaller stock size than forecasted on the basis of the TAC. This
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implies that future catch advice will be lower than if those excess catches had not been
taken. In other words, taking higher catches now, based on the interspecies-flexibility
provision, amounts to borrowing from the future; in the future they will have to be ‘paid
back’ in terms of lower allowable catches then.
Note that part of the problem for the eastern Baltic Sea member states stems from the new
definition of the plaice stocks in the Baltic Sea and adjacent areas. If there was still a stock
congruent with the Baltic plaice management area (SD 22-32) or if only SD 21 would have
been added to a bigger Baltic stock, the overall stock would likely have had an analytical
assessment and been within safe biological limits. In that case, the countries without plaice
quota, such as Finland, Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania might have been able to avail of this
provision to solve their problem. At present, it seems that for these countries the only
solution is to acquire some plaice quota through swapping.
3.5.4.

The year-to-year flexibility

Up to 10% of a member state’s quota can be borrowed from the next year (or banked to
the next year) – see section 1.1 for details. This provision seems to be useful to allow the
fishery to react to unforeseen developments, e.g. for strong recruiting year-classes which
cause higher unwanted catches. The rule is certainly not suitable to mitigate the effects of
a quota distribution which is not in line with the catch composition, or in cases where there
simply is no quota – then a flexibility between years will not solve the problem. Information
from the fishing industry indicates that most fishers would use the rule to bank quota and
thus create a “buffer” for emergency situations to come. Such a banking is usually
beneficial for the stock, as it reduces overall fishing mortality: fewer small fish will be
caught this year and fish caught next year will larger on average.

3.6.

Economic consequences

All potential solutions to the choke species problem in the Baltic Sea have economic
consequences, primarily for the fisher, but also for the retailer, consumer and the society at
large. Some of those consequences are intended –making unwanted bycatch more costly–
creates the incentive to develop more selective gear or change fishing behaviour –, some
are unintended. If the discard ban is applied firmly, then some fishery products may
become cheaper (e.g. those which were largely discarded before), and some may become
more expensive (e.g. those which could only be caught with a high fraction of unwanted
bycatch, such as North Sea sole). A redistribution of national quotas or the creation of a
specific bycatch quota would certainly impact the economic viability of some fisheries where
Baltic plaice was an important part of the yield. The application of provisions for flexibility
(inter-species or inter-annual) and exemptions will have the potential to create unforeseen,
sometimes adverse economic incentives, e.g. if a rare but higher value species is accounted
against the quota for a less valuable main target species (see STECF 2013 for more detail).
The latter seems less likely in the Baltic, just because most of the rare species are not TAC
limited, and plaice is considered less valuable than cod, the target species in most demersal
mixed Baltic fisheries.
All of this needs to be closely monitored during and after the implementation of the discard
ban, and some action might be required to mitigate unintended economic effects. The
distinction between unintended and intended effects is maybe even more important for the
economic considerations. It should also be realized that if policy changes have adverse
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economic consequences for individual fishers (especially if the fishers perceive them as
unfair and arbitrary), their buy-in and hence compliance decrease, which in turn
jeopardizes achieving the objectives. Therefore, policy changes should consider what
alternative options are open to the individual fishers. However, a full economic analysis was
clearly outside the scope of the present study. The three projects that are funded in the EU
Horizon2020-call SFS-2014-2 (Topic SFS-09-2014: “Towards a gradual elimination of
discards in European fisheries”, e.g. “DiscardLess”, “MINOUW” http://minouw.icm.csic.es)
have strong economic work packages and will analyse these complex interactions in detail.
They all started in spring 2015 and results are not expected before 2018.

3.7.

Conclusions for other areas and species

The aim of this study was to analyse the significance of choke species in the Baltic Sea,
using the example of Baltic plaice, to provide ideas how to mitigate apparent problems, and
to analyse the impacts of those measures. We were able to identify the fisheries which will
likely face problems with a landing obligation (almost all nations) and provided solutions for
most of them. Only for the fleets of those member states without a plaice quota these
approaches would not solve the choke species problem, thus they would have to rely on the
availability of tiny amounts of quota for swapping. We conclude that the landing obligation
can be fully implemented in the Baltic Sea without major disruption of the fishery (although
the individual fisher’s practices might have to be seriously modified); with reasonable effort
and without risking that the objectives of the CFP reform are missed.
While this area (the Baltic Sea) and species (plaice) is an obvious starting point – the EU
discard ban is first implemented in pelagic fisheries and demersal Baltic Sea fisheries –,
most of the analysis and solutions described here can be performed or applied for other EU
stocks or regions. Our recommendation is indeed to apply the same principles before
deciding on a regional discard mitigation strategy. In some areas, this does currently not
seem to be the case and mitigation rules are discussed merely on the basis of the ease of
implementation rather than on a sound analysis of the impacts versus objectives. An
example would be the plan to allow the continued discarding of all flatfish on the basis of
the exemption of high survival rates of the species in question, even if reliable scientific
data is not available.
The decision tree in Section 3.1 (Fig. 3.1.1.) could serve as guidance for how to mitigate
the obvious problems of the discard ban implementation for EU fisheries. In the end it is a
policy decision whether one accepts that a fundamental policy change also requires a
change in approach and behaviour of fishers (and this could and should be supported by
the creation of the right incentives), or whether one would just like to change as little as
possible, even if it then becomes unlikely that the objectives of this important element of
the CFP reform will be fully met.
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ANNEX I
Annex I.5: Distribution of plaice in the Baltic Sea (from research surveys,
abundance in numbers per hour trawling).
Data source: ICES.

Figure I.5.1.

Annual distribution of plaice >19cm caught during BITS
quarter 1 (2010-2013) in SD21-32.
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Figure I.5.2.

Annual distribution of plaice <19cm caught during BITS
quarter 1 (2010-2013) in SD21-32.

Figure I.5.3.

Annual distribution of plaice >19cm caught during BITS
quarter 4 (2010-2012) in SD21-32.
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Figure I.5.4. Annual distribution of plaice <19cm caught during BITS quarter 4
(2010-2012) in SD21-32.
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Annex I.6: Quarterly international landings and Discards. Data source: ICES.
Note: Landings from Danish and Swedish vessels <8m total length (<10m in the Kattegat)
are often only assigned to the respective Sub-division and could therefore not be allocated
to a specific rectangle.
Figure I.6.1.

Average international plaice landings in the first quarter
(2010-2014) in the Baltic Sea per statistical ICES rectangle.

Figure I.6.2.

Average international plaice landings in the second quarter
(2010-2014) in the Baltic Sea per statistical ICES rectangle.
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Figure I.6.3.

Average international plaice landings in the third quarter
(2010-2014) in the Baltic Sea per statistical ICES rectangle.

Figure I.6.4.

Average international plaice landings in the fourth quarter
(2010-2014) in the Baltic Sea per statistical ICES rectangle.
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ANNEX II
Annex II: Case study Germany and Latvia
II.1 Quarterly plaice catches in the Baltic Sea by German fishing vessels.
Data source: Thünen Institute and BLE.
Figure II.1.1.

Average German plaice catches in the first quarter (20102014) in the Baltic Sea per statistical ICES rectangle.

Figure II.1.2.

Average German plaice catches in the second quarter (20102014) in the Baltic Sea per statistical ICES rectangle.
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Figure II.1.3.

Average German plaice catches in the third quarter (20102014) in the Baltic Sea per statistical ICES rectangle.

Figure II.1.4.

Average German plaice catches in the fourth quarter (20102014) in the Baltic Sea per statistical ICES rectangle.
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Annex II.2 Average quarterly plaice landings (2010-2014) of the German fishing
fleet.
Data source: BLE.
Figure II.2.1.

Average German plaice landings in the first quarter (20102014) in the Baltic Sea per statistical ICES rectangle.

Figure II.2.2.

Average German plaice landings in the second quarter (20102014) in the Baltic Sea per statistical ICES rectangle.
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Figure II.2.3.

Average German plaice landings in the third quarter (20102014) in the Baltic Sea per statistical ICES rectangle.

Figure II.2.4.

Average German plaice landings in the fourth quarter (20102014) in the Baltic Sea per statistical ICES rectangle.
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Annex II.3 Average discard weight per quarter of the German fishing fleet. Data
Source: Thünen Institute.
Note: Rectangles with bold outlines were sampled; the values in these rectangles are
partly or fully based on observations, while the values in other rectangles are extrapolated.
Figure II.3.1.

Average German plaice discards in the first quarter (20102014) in the Baltic Sea per statistical ICES rectangle.

Figure II.3.2.

Average German plaice discards in the second quarter (20102014) in the Baltic Sea per statistical ICES rectangle.
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Figure II.3.3.

Average German plaice discards in the third quarter (20102014) in the Baltic Sea per statistical ICES rectangle.

Figure II.3.4.

Average German plaice discard in the fourth quarter (20102014) in the Baltic Sea per statistical ICES rectangle.
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Annex II.4: Average plaice discard proportions of the German fishing fleet.
Data source: Thünen Institute.
Note: Rectangles with bold outlines were sampled; the values in these rectangles are
partly or fully based on observations, while the values in other rectangles are extrapolated.
Figure II.4.1.

Average German plaice discard proportions in the first quarter
(2010-2014) in the Baltic Sea per statistical ICES rectangle.

Figure II.4.2.

Average German plaice discard proportions in the second
quarter (2010-2014) in the Baltic Sea per statistical ICES
rectangle.
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Figure II.4.3.

Average German plaice discard proportions in the third quarter
(2010-2014) in the Baltic Sea per statistical ICES rectangle.

Figure II.4.4.

Average German plaice discard proportions in the fourth
quarter (2010-2014) in the Baltic Sea per statistical ICES
rectangle.
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Annex II.5: German catches and quota utilization 2010-2015.
Data source: BLE.
Table II.5.1:

Estimated German catches (tons) and quota utilization in the
Kattegat (SD 21) from the cod-directed and total demersal
fishery
SD 21

Catch

quota

quota
utilization

Year

cod
directed

total

landings

cod
directed

total

2010

0

5.73

23

0%

25%

2011

0.18

3.58

20

1%

18%

2012

0

1.34

20

0%

7%

2013

0

1.19

18

0%

7%

2014

0

1.16

18

0%

6%

-

26

2015
Table II.5.2:

-

Estimated German catches (tons) and quota utilization in the
Baltic Sea from the cod-directed and total demersal fishery
SD
22-32

Catch

quota

quota utilization

Year

cod
directed

total

landings

cod
directed

total

2010

281

487

242

116%

201%

2011

422

701

242

174%

290%

2012

308

571

230

134%

248%

2013

307

531

271

113%

196%

2014

273

673

271

101%

248%

2015

-

-

271

-

-
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ANNEX III
III.3 Data informing Figures 3.3.8. and 3.3.9.
Data source: Thünen Institute.
Table III.3.1.

Estimated annual plaice catches (tons) by the German coddirected trawl fishery in Sub-division 24. The real fishery
catches (Standard Scenario) are in bold above the fishing
scenarios considered in the simulation study (100% and 50%
adoption of the new devices). Numbers in brackets represent
the catch reduction achieved (percentage).

Plaice annual catches
(ICES SD 24)

2011

2012

2013

2014

Standard Scenario

60.2

60.1

19.9

29.0

FRESWIND full adoption

26.2 (56.5)

26.0 (56.7)

11.2 (43.8)

15.8 (45.5)

FRESWIND 50% adoption

43.2 (28.3)

43.0 (28.4)

15.5 (21.9)

22.4 (22.7)

FLEX full adoption

16.5 (72.6)

15.2 (74.7)

5.2 (73.9)

7.0 (75.9)

FLEX 50% adoption

38.4 (36.3)

37.6 (37.3)

12.5 (37.0)

18.0 (38.0)

Table III.3.2.

Estimated annual cod catches (tons) by the German coddirected trawl fishery in Sub-division 24. The real fishery
catches (Standard Scenario) are in bold above the fishing
scenarios considered in the simulation study (100% and 50%
adoption of the new devices). Numbers in brackets represent
the catch reduction achieved (percentage).

Cod annual catches
(ICES SD 24)

2011

2012

2013

2014

Standard Scenario

1421.9

1536.6

602.8

886.7

FRESWIND full adoption

1281.5 (9.9)

1420.4 (7.6)

551.4 (8.5)

765.7 (13.7)

FRESWIND 50% adoption

1351.7 (4.9)

1478.5 (3.8)

577.1 (4.3)

826.2 (6.8)

FLEX full adoption

1346.0 (5.3)

1478.1 (3.8)

575.7 (4.5)

818.7 (7.7)

FRESWIND 50% adoption

1383.9 (2.7)

1507.3 (1.9)

589.3 (2.2)

852.7 (3.8)
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Table III.3.3.

Expected plaice catches (in tons) for the different simulation
scenarios, if the fleets continue fishing until they achieve the
cod catches of the Standard Scenario (see table III.3.2). The
real fishery catches (Standard Scenario) are in bold above the
fishing scenarios considered in the simulation study (100%
and 50% adoption of the new devices). Numbers in brackets
represent the catch reduction achieved (percentage).

Plaice annual catches
(ICES SD 24)

2011

2012

2013

2014

Standard Scenario

60.2

60.1

19.9

29.0

FRESWIND full adoption

29.1 (51.7)

28.1 (53.2)

12.2 (38.5)

18.3 (36.8)

FRESWIND 50% adoption

47.9 (20.4)

46.5 (22.5)

17.0 (14.6)

26.0 (10.5)

FLEX full adoption

17.4 (71.0)

15.8 (73.7)

5.4 (72.3)

7.6 (74.0)

FLEX 50% adoption

40.5 (32.7)

39.1 (34.9)

13.1 (34.0)

19.5 (32.8)
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III.4
Annex III.4.1: Average cod catch weight per quarter of the German fishing fleet.
Data source: Thünen Institute and BLE.
Figure III.4.1.1.

Average German cod catches in the first quarter (2010-2014)
in the Baltic Sea per statistical ICES rectangle.

Figure III.4.1.2.

Average German cod catches in the second quarter (20102014) in the Baltic Sea per statistical ICES rectangle.
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Figure III.4.1.3.

Average German cod catches in the third quarter (2010-2014)
in the Baltic Sea per statistical ICES rectangle.

Figure III.4.1.4.

Average German cod catches in the fourth quarter (2010-2014)
in the Baltic Sea per statistical ICES rectangle.
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Annex III.4.2: Average cod landings (weight) per quarter of the German fishing
fleet.
Data source: BLE.
Figure III.4.2.1.

Average German cod landings in the first quarter (2010-2014)
in the Baltic Sea per statistical ICES rectangle.

Figure III.4.2.2.

Average German cod landings in the second quarter (20102014) in the Baltic Sea per statistical ICES rectangle.
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Figure III.4.2.3.

Average German cod landings in the third quarter (2010-2014)
in the Baltic Sea per statistical ICES rectangle.

Figure III.4.2.4.

Average German cod landings in the fourth quarter (20102014) in the Baltic Sea per statistical ICES rectangle.
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Annex III.4.3: Average plaice to cod catch proportions of the German fishing
fleet.
Data source: Thünen Institute.
Figure III.4.3.1.

Average German plaice:cod catch proportion in the first quarter
(2010-2014) in the Baltic Sea per statistical ICES rectangle.

Figure III.4.3.2.

Average German plaice:cod catch proportion in the second
quarter (2010-2014) in the Baltic Sea per statistical ICES
rectangle.
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Figure III.4.3.3.

Average German plaice:cod catch proportion in the third
quarter (2010-2014) in the Baltic Sea per statistical ICES
rectangle.

Figure III.4.3.4.

Average German plaice:cod catch proportion in the fourth
quarter (2010-2014) in the Baltic Sea per statistical ICES
rectangle.
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Annex III.4.4: Average plaice to flounder catch proportions of the German fishing
fleet.
Data source: Thünen Institute.
Figure III.4.4.1.

Average German plaice:flounder catch proportion in the first
quarter (2010-2014) in the Baltic Sea per statistical ICES
rectangle.

Figure III.4.4.2.

Average German plaice:flounder catch proportion in the second
quarter (2010-2014) in the Baltic Sea per statistical ICES
rectangle.
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Figure III.4.4.3.

Average German plaice:flounder catch proportion in the third
quarter (2010-2014) in the Baltic Sea per statistical ICES
rectangle.

Figure III.4.4.4.

Average German plaice:flounder catch proportion in the fourth
quarter (2010-2014) in the Baltic Sea per statistical ICES
rectangle.
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Annex III.4.5: Average plaice to dab catch proportions of the German fishing
fleet.
Data source: Thünen Institute.
Figure III.4.5.1.

Average German plaice:dab catch proportion in the first
quarter (2010-2014) in the Baltic Sea per statistical ICES
rectangle.

Figure III.4.5.2.

Average German plaice:dab catch proportion in the second
quarter (2010-2014) in the Baltic Sea per statistical ICES
rectangle.
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Figure III.4.5.3.

Average German plaice:dab catch proportion in the third
quarter (2010-2014) in the Baltic Sea per statistical ICES
rectangle.

Figure III.4.5.4.

Average German plaice:dab catch proportion in the fourth
quarter (2010-2014) in the Baltic Sea per statistical ICES
rectangle.
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